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SOLD! FOR A CAUSE

Dance Marathon sells
dates to raise money for
children's charities

Baseball hits the field for first season of
Conference USA action - SEE SPORTS, e1
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Black faculty celebrated

SGA President Willie
Bentley Jr. spoke to
the audience at the
first-ever Black
Faculty and Staff
Appreciation Dinner
in the Pegasus
Ballroom atthe
Student Union
Tuesday night. The
event was
sponsored by the
UCF Student
Government
Association and
celebrated many of
the guests in
attendance.

,,

Guests at inaugural SGA dinner h9nored for their contributions
MARK JUSTICE
Senior Staff Writer

SPECIAL TOTHEFUTURE

Professors ta:ke part
in national survey

Black History Month at UCF was commemorated Tuesday evening with the
first-:ever Student Government-sponsored Black Faculty and Staff Appreciation Dinner.
~ssistant Vice President of Student
Success Services DeLaine Priest was
among the guests honored at the event.
· Priest was overcome with emotion when
· she spoke about the event, saying that,

"We were elated and grateful for the outpouring of support and recognition."
Priest said that this was the first time in
her nearly 20-year career at UCF that she
had had the opportunity to take part in
such a program.
"Overall, the event was outstanding.
The thought and effort put in place to
recognize and honor black faculty and
staff was remarkable,'' she said.
Priest was one of eight faculty and
staff members to receive the Presidential
· Award on Tuesday; evening.,

"The Presidential Award is awarded to
those iildividuals who have gone above
and beyond and have exceeded the
expectations set forth by the university,"
SGA President Willie Bentley Jr. ·said at
Tuesday's ceremony. "From you, I have
learned so much and will forever appre.ciate the work you do for our students,"
he said.
Inez M. Ford, Cheryl Evans Green,
Melvin Rogers, Valarie Greene King, A.J.
PLEASESEE EIGHT ON AS

SOCIAi, SENATORS

on sexual behavior
l

AAUW conducting initiative to spread
awareness of harassment on campuses
CRYSTAL POTTS
Contributing Writer

UCF students will soon be
asked to fill out a sexual harassment survey modeled after a survey created by the American
Association
of
University
Women.
"Unwanted and unwelcome
sexual behavior which interferes
with your life," was the "Drawing
the Line: Sexual Harassment on
Campus" survey's definition of
sexual harassment.
The top three reasons for
harassment were: it was thought
to be funny, it seemed like the
victims wanted it, and it was
thought to be a normal part of the
college lifestyle, according to the
results of the AAUW survey.
Eleven universities around the
country, including UCF, were
awarded grants ·to c~nduct their
own projects for addressing sexual harassment as part of
AAUW's "Building a Harassment-Free Campus" initiative.
According to the AAUW Web
site, the goals of the initiative are
"to extend awareness of campus
sexual harassment, implement
exceptional projects that can
begin to create an impact and
- affect change in the campus climate, and provide an avenue for
ongoing leadership training and
support of women leaders."
UCF received a $5,000 grant.
"I'm interested in our results
in terms of do our students know
how and where to report sexual
harassment, what sexual harassment is, and to see if there are any
gaps in our services," said Christine Mouton, director of _UCF's
Victim Services.
Most "people don't acknowledge that they're being harassed,"
said Brittany Cooke, a 20-yearold sophomore.
"I definitely think it's a problem because people think it's all
fun and games. l think this [sur-

vey] would be very beneficial."
UCF students will be contacted through an e-mail prompting
them to complete the anonymous
online survey. The link to the survey's Web site will also be included in the e-mail. Classes with 100
students or more will be targeted
for the survey.
The survey will hopefully
begin during the third or fourth
week of this month, said Leslie
Sue Lieberman, director of the
Women's Research Center and
an anthropology professor at
UCF.
My "intent [through the survey] is to have ongoing events
and resources to raise awareness" and decrease harassment,
Lieberman said.
The UCF survey will be using
similar questions from the Drawing the Line survey.
The results of the survey will
be released on Tuesday, April 18.
As UCF grows, it's important
to have these surveys to see if the
infrastructure works for the
growth of the student/teacher
population, Mouton said.
Mouton added that Victim
Services is constantly trying to
re-educate and update its information.
"We have Victim Services, but
a lot of people don't know about
it," Cooke said.
According to its Web site, Victim Services provides trained
advocates for those UCF stu'dents, faculty and staff who may
be victims or survivors of abuse,
crime or violence on or off the
UCFcampus.
After hours, on-call advocates
can be contacted through UCF
p.olice.
"We provide students with
their options, in terms of reporting, and [the students] make
those decisions and regain control of the situation by choosing
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Arizona Sen.John McCain, right, made yet another visit to UCF as he addressed a crowd of more than 300 people and met with students one-on-one.

..

.McCain and Martinez speak at Freedom Forum
TIFFANY BECK
Staff Writer

During Monday's Freedom
Forum, Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz.,
addressed a crowd of more than 300
people. He spoke on diverse topics
ranging from Iran's nuclear program, to education, to the rumor
that he would like to run for President in 2008.
The Freedom Forum event,
which took place in the Cape Florida Ballroom, was organized by Sen.
Mel Martinez, R- Fla. Martinez said
that he plans to hold similar events
in the future around Florida. The
event coincided with the anniversary of Martinez's immigration to
Florida from communist Cuba 44
years ago.
McCain, a Vietnam veteran and
prisoner of war, wa.s invited by Martinez to be the. keynote speaker.
In the spirit of the event, McCain
JENNA GOUGH I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
started off by talking about immigra- Florida Sen. Mel Martinez also spoke at UCF Monday.

tion. He said that it would be a mistake to try to keep jlnmigrants out of
the U.S. and that the U.S. has
strength and vitality today because
it has always welcomed immigrants.
He also -said that a challenge to
the U.S.'s continued success is to
upgrade the education system.
McCain said it is vital to maintaining
the U.S.'s economic supremacy.
When questioned about cuts in
education funding, McCain said that
when Congress passed the No Child
Left Behind legislation, it contained
unrealistic expectations. However,
he praised it for being the first
national effort to reform education
in America.
When he got to the topic of the
presidency, he called it a rumor and
joked about how many other Arizona politicians have tried and failed
to get the nomination. At one point
PLEASE SEE

SENATORS ON A6

PLEASE SEE EQUAL ON A7

Volunteers spread o~gan donation awareness

Student
volunteers
from the group
Get Carded
spent their
Tuesday
outside the
Student Union,
spreading
awareness
concerning
organ
donations and
the importance
of giving to
save another
person's life.

Green Ribbon Day recognizes importance of giving someone a second chance
CATIE FRY
Contributing Writer

DAN CONSTAIN I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

One campus organization is
trying to take some of the anxiety out of getting carded, not
for buying alcohol, but for giving the gift of life.
Get Carded, a group dedicated to promoting the benefits
of organ donation, sponsored
Green Ribbon Day on Tuesday

-

- -

your organs to be donated
outside of the Student Union.
Get Carded's leaders are · when you die.
"We try to make it easier for
passionate about letting people
know how organ donation students to be organ donors
and to become educated,'' said
saves lives.
At the event, volunteers Melissa Lanzone, director of
offered free information and the program.
According to Lanzone, the·
the chance to fill out an organ
donor card that can be carried name of the event, Green Ribaround in a wallet. The card bon Day, meant that it was a
lets doctors and family mem- day students could get informabers know that you wish for tion about the qet Carded prq-

--------- - - - - - - - - - -

gram.
The purpose of Get Carded
is to provide knowledge to students who are uneducated ·
about the facts and correct the
myths about organ donation.
"People don't even know the
basics,'' Lanzone said. "This is
not something you're giving
away today."
PLEASE SEE GROUP ON A6
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AROUND
CAMPUS
News and notices for
the UCF community

Who's Who wants you
Applications for Who's
Who at UCF are now available at http://www.getinvolveducf.com and are due
at the Office of Student
Involvement Feb. 15.
Who's Who Among American College Students is an
honor given to undergraduate
and graduate students who
show exceptional leadership,
service
and
scholastic
achievement. Recipients of
this award are eligible for
scholarships through the student government at UCF.
For more information, email Amy Zuchlewski at
azuchlew@mail.ucf.edu.

Students sold for kids charities
The most expensive date went for $320 topping last year's highest date by $240
AMANDA HAMILTON
Contributing Writer

Dance Marathon's 2nd
annual Date Auction, benefitting the Greater Orlando Children's Miracle Network and
UCF Dance Marathon, was
held at Wackadoo's on Monday night, drawing big laughs
and big bids.
Brad
Epstein,
Dance
Marathon corporate relations
director and host of the event,
had lots of jokes to keep the
crowd upbeat and entertained.
He even joked, while holding
up a copy of Monday's edition
of the Future, about the quote
given as to why he was chosen
to host the event. The quote,
said by O'Keeffe, told readers
that Epstein was chosen
Get cultured in Pan African
because he "likes to play up a
Marvin Haire will speak at
' 6 p.m. tonight in the Student
crowd." But Epstein said he
had a different reason. Instead,
Union Room 220.
Haire's presentation, Pan
he said that he was "chosen to
host because our original act
African Studies: Matters. of
Pedagogy and Praxis aS They
decided he didrrt want to do it
so I apologize for my bad jokes
Relate to African Cultural
. throughout the evening."
Integrity and Human Rights, is
Despite the "bad jokes"
part of the 4th Annual James
Epstein was all smiles after the
Weldon Johnson Scholars
Lecture Series.
auction.
For more information, call
"The night was a lot of fun,''
he wrote in an e-mail after the
Brittany Bernstein at 407-823· auction. "I felt like everything
0026.
went really well and that
everyone present had a good
Put on your jazz shoes
time." He also said that being
The UCF Jazz Band will
the auctioneer was "easier
perform at 8 p.m. tonight at
than I thought it would be, only
the Visual Arts Auditodum.
because I didn't expect most of
The concert will feature the
the bidding to be going so high.
music of Lionel Hampton,
But when people are spending
Frank Foster, Oliver Nelson,
that much money, it makes it
Dizzy Gillespie, Ray Charles
easy for me to just stand up
and Jimmy Giuffre.
there and talk right through it."
The concert is free and
Sixteen dates were aucopen to the public.
.
tioned off at the event. Some of
For more information, call
the dates auctioned included
Jeff Rupert at 407-823-5411.
surfmg lessons, ~ skydiving
trip and lunch, a one-day DisDating at the speed of light
ney Park Hopper ticket, and
The Burnett Honors Coltickets to the Orlando Museum
lege is holding a speed-dating
of Art and a picnic.
event at 7 p.m. Friday in the
Most dates sold for between
BHC Reading Ro0m.
$25 and $75, but three dates
Participants will meet 13
actually sold for over $100.
guys or girls in one night, and
The first was a set of four
refreshments will be provided
Atlanta Braves Spring Training
afterward. The cost is $5.
tickets that sold for $100. ·
For more information or to
The second, a set of tickets
RSVP, e-mail Jill Norburn at
to see Scott Stapp at Hard Rock
jnorburn@mail.ucf.edu.
Live, sold for $110.
And the third date, Meghan
Whispers in the wind
Williams and tickets to UniThe UCF Wmd Ensemble
versal Orlando, created the
will perform at 7:30 p.m. Fribiggest bidding war of the
day at the Visual Arts Buildnight and ultimately raised the
ing Auditorium. The concert
most money. It sold for $230,
will feature music by Catel,
which, according to O'Keeffe,
Kozhevnikov, Respighi, Saintbeat last year's·highest bid of
Saens and De Nardis.
$80.
The concert is free and
"I think it's absolutely
open to the public.
insane,'' Williams said about
For more information, call
Richard Greenwood at 407- · the stir · her date created. "I
mean, it's unbelievable. I didn't
823-3243.
expect to go for anything near
that much."
Volunteer to take it to the hole
Volunteer UCF will host a
3-on-3 basketball tournament
from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday
at the outdoor Academic Village courts behind the Recreation and Wellness Center.
Three to seven players are
allowed on a team, and there
PENNY JACKSON
is an 'entrance fee of $10 per
Contributing Writer
player or. $50 per team. All
proceeds go to Darfur Awareness Week.
The words glory, hallelujah
will ring ·across campus 'Feb.12
For more information, call
Ameer Zufari at 321-356-4421:
as the African American Student Union hosts its annual
Adifferent kind of shrink
Gospel Explosion as part of
The UCF Counseling CenBlack History Month
ter is offering "Cinema Thera"The Gospel Explosion is a
py" to any students who are
great place to come and rejoice
amongst fellow UCF Stuaffected emotionally by certain movies and would like
dents," said Kerri Alexander,
the person in charge of getting
someorie to talk to about their
feelings.
local music ministries to come
The event takes place
and participate in the event.
tonight from 6 p.m. to 8:30
The Gospel Explosion will
p.m. at the Gemini Communiinclude a Wide variety of perty.
formances. There will be
For further information,
singing, dancing, stepping,
contact Dr. Germayne Gracomedians and rappers.
ham at 407-823-2811 or send an
Alexander has participated
e-mail
to
for two years in the AASU's
councntr@mail.ucf.edu.
Additional information
can also be found on the
Counseling Center's Web site
at
http://counseling.sdes.ucf.ed

One of the dates even
caused a little extra buzz by
offering the only mystery date.
The participant tried to entice
bidders by giving some statistics about himself, challenging
the audience to guess the date.
Epstein joked that the date
would "undoubtedly include a
trip to Devaney's."
Dance Marathon Director
Tara O'Keeffe got in on the fun .
at the end of the evening as a
last minute date. The date,
which she decided would consist of cleaning the winner's
apartment, went for $25 and
was the only date of the night
with a stipulation from the participant. "I'll clean your apartment as long as. you don't have
a cat,'' O'Keeffe told bidders.
At the end of the night,
O'Keeffe said that this year's
date auction was "definitely
better" than last year's auction
"I think we had a better
turnout because it was on campus,'' she said. She also said
that it was good exposure for
the Greater Orlando Children's
Miracle Network and the
· upcoming 24-hour Dance
Marathon.

NATION&··
WORLD
Keep current with headlinesyou may have missed

Florida officials vow to fight
offshore drilling proposal
WASHINGTON - The
government
indicated
Wednesday that it plans to
open a large area of the eastern Gulf of Mexico to oil and
gas leasing despite strong
opposition from Florida officials.
The Interior Department's
leasing
proposal
would
encompass two-thirds of an
area known as Lease 181, while
continuing to ban oil and gas
developing in waters within
100 miles of the Florida coast.
President Bush in 2001
assured Flori<;la officials,
including his brother, Gov. Jeb
Bush, that the Lease 181 area
would be protected at least ·
through this year. The new
proposal, expected to become
fmal this year, would cover the
2007-2012 leasing period.
Separately, the department
expressed continued interest
in possibly opening waters off
Virginia to gas drilling. Congress would have to come up
With an arrangement whereby
the state would seek permission to develop the offshore
area. It is now part of a broad
freeze on coastal drilling.
The Lease 181 area has a
potential to provide more than
5 trillion cubic feet of natural
gas as well as oil. Florida's
strong opposition has stymied
development for years.
Florida's ·senators, Republican Mel Martinez and Democrat Bill Nelson, oppose the
department's plan. They have
introduced legislation that
would allow some development of the Lease 181 area, but
impose additional restrictions,
including assurances that
future development would not
.encroach any closer to Florida
waters.
'Nelson told reporters
Wednesd·a y that the Interior
Department plan would
amount t0 "the largest expansion of drilling off the Florida
coast in our country's history"
and that both he and Martinez
would fight it.

Middle school spelling bee results
in C-O-N-T-R-0-V-E-R-S-Y

RENO, Nev. - She spelled
it right. The judge said it was
wrong. And she's not getting a
second chance.
Eighth-grader ·s ara Beckman from Reno's O'Brien Middle School spelled "discernible" correctly during
Tuesday's spelling bee at the
University of Nevada, Reno.
But the judge rang the bell
,
ADAM KRAUSE I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
anyway.
Brad Epstein, above right, elicits some laughter from the crowd and participants as the MC at the Dance Marathon date auction Monday night
Her parents a,re furious, but
on the patio at Wackadoo's. AnthQny Furbush, above, shells out $100 for four Atlanta Braves Spring Training tickets at the 2nd Annual Dance
·
organizers
say they had to
Marathon Date Auction. The event raised more than $1,000 for the Children's Miracle Network.
protest the c~ immediately,
Sara's mom said they waited
until the bee was over to avoid
interrupting it:
School spokesman Steve
Mulvenon likens it· to a referee's call in an NFL game. The
annual Gospel
he said. "The said Kayla Lopes, the Black
protest has to come before the
Explosion and
Holy Ghost is History Month chair for the
next play starts.
appreciates the
. going to do African American Student
Sara says she'd just like
comedians are
what it do."
Unio:rl.
another chance, since it's her
"This year's explosion will
skill~d in good
Reese said he
last spelling bee:
clean fun.
will
present be better than previous years,"
Her mother Cindy calls
"It's always
himself as an 'L opes said.
herself a "momma bear with
refreshing to see
open 'vessel to
"We. will be drawing local
her bear claws out" and is
that all comediallow the Lord gospel groups and Christian
~eady to go to court.
ans don't have to
to work through performers from all over FloriMulvenon hopes everyfill their mouth
him. He has da. Each year, this occasion is
body can sit down together
with dirt to be
been rapping growing. We have promoted .
and work something out.
considered
for five years well, and I believe the turn out
He says defending a lawsuit
funny," she said
and has a CD this year will be better than
over a spelling bee isn't a good
about last year's
that he hands ever."
way to spend school district
event.
Alexander encourages stumoney.
- KAYLA LOPES out at no charge.
Uncle Reese
BLACK HISTORY MONTH CHAIR "Freely it was dents to attend the event.
is a Christian
given to me, so
"Everyone's spirit will be
Body of slain Curious George
freely I will give lifted by the angelic voices
rapper and is one
contributor found at home
of the guest perit to others,'' he from local choirs including
BOYNTON BEACH, Fla.
formers that will sing at said.
some of our on campus min-TJ:ie bloodied body of a col"In African American histo- istries,'' she said. ·
Gospel Explosion.
laborator on Curious George
"I am honored that I have ry, gospel has had a very
Gospel Explosion is free
books and f tlms was found
the opportunity to perform,'' important role in our culture,'' and open to the public.
covered in garbage bags in the
driveway of his home. .
Alan Shalleck's body was
there for at least a day while
neighbors passed by, assµm.ing
it was a heap of trash, before a
maintenance man discovered
High:68°
TODAY IN DETAIL
it Tuesday.
Low:47°
SUNNY
Police were treating the
Today: Mostly sunny, high around
case as a i;iossible homicide,
65 degrees.
SUNNY
spokeswoman Sgt. Gladys
Tonight: Mostly clear, low around
High:68° ·
Cannon said, but she wouldn't
High:65° Low:41° 41 degrees. Winds NNW at-5t~ 10
mph.
Low:40°
SHOWERS
PLEASE SEE NATION ON A4
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Faith explosion to rock students

u.

"In African
American
history, gospel
has had a very
important role
in our culture."

LOCAL WEATHER

Today
LET US KNOW

The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and
want your information to be
considered for the Around
Campus column, send a fax to
407-447-4556 or an e-mail to
editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Tuesday for the
Thursday edition, and 5 p.m.
Friday f9r the Moriday edition
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PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 39 MONTHS
.)

New Jetta rated as a "Best
Pick" in Side Impact Test.

* 39 mo.

~1.:n
,~....llll'i'i:~

t-~~i!'il';1

P/Locks, P/Windows, Tiit, Cruise, Keyless
Remote, CD, And Much, Much More!!

lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $249
which includes security deposit, PLUS first payment +
TT&L. See dealer for details. Leasing WA.C thru
Volkswagen Credit. Expires 02;28/06

- Based On Insurance ln~titute fo~ Highway Safety Side Impact Test

I·II

I I
, 299 ·FucNrrg~TrAX
OR 39 MONTHS

LEASESFOR

.\

Auto, Air, 6-Disc CD Changer, P/Windows,
P/Locks, Alloy Wheels, Sunroof, Loaded!

* 39 mo.

lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $297 which includes security deposit, PLUS first payment + TT&L. See
dealer for details. Leasing WA.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 02;28/06

2006 NEW
BEETLE GL

P/W, P/L,. Tilt, Cruise, ABS, CD,
Keyless Remote and Much More!

ONLY

Turbo blesel
Available

$17,998

•I

· ~ * Plus tax, tag and fees. Expires 02;28/06..

• 4Yr/50,000 MHe Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv
2005 NEW GTI

UPTO

P/Locks, P/Windows, nit, Cruise,
Side Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote,
Alarm, Alloy Wheels & Much More!

$5,000 OFF

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
"FOR 39 MONTHS

2005·
TOUAREG4X4

BIG SElECTIONI

* 39 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $289 which includes security deposit, PLUS first
paym.ent + TT&L. See dealer for details. Leasing WA.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 02;28/06

Sound System One, All Power

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv

• 4.Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile
Powertrain Warrantv
,

2006 N·E W
GOLF GL

2005 NEW BEETLE
CONVERTIBL

P/W, P/L,. nit," Cruise, ABS, CD,
_Keyless Remote & Much More

LEASE FOR

$249

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 39 MONTttS

P/locks, P/Windows, Tilt,
Cruise, Keyless Remote, CD
and Much More!

Turbo Diesel
Available

* 39 f!IO. lease plus _tax.

Total-due at signing is $249 which includes security deposit, PLUS first
payment + TT&L. See dealer for details. Leasing WA.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 02;28;06

LEASE FOR

$299

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 39 MONTHS

· Go
Toplessl

· * 39 mo.

lease plus tax. Total due at signing Is $299 which includes security deposit, PLUS first
payment + TT&L. See dealer for details. Leasing WA.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 02;28(06

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv • 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv
CENTRAL FL's ONLY WOLFSBURG CREST CLUB MEMBER
~FIRST TIME
~COLLEGE-GRAD
CREDIT
We Can Assist You With:
BUYER

PROGRAM

rsr

Drivers wanted~

PROBLEMS

VW CERTIFIED w/2YR, 24,000 MILE FACTORY WARRANTY, ALL LIKE NEW - Pre-Owned ALL WITH AFFORDABLE PAYMENTS (Purchase or Lease)

Aliiii'''; ::•T«: :1c: :::1•n:tr4T
V'« : •L..I <: •s::;;;swA1:::;;;;:1crn; iiN

. 4175 S. -Hwy 17-92

SERVICE
DEPT OPEN
SAT 9-5

17.92

I

I

:!

M-F 9-9 SAT 9-8 SUN 11 -6 • NEXT TO FLEA WORLD (SANFORD)

407-365-3300

·visit our website

aristocratvw.com

HIGHER
EDUCATION

NATION & WORLD

What's in the news at
colleges around the country

•

Yale Professor faces DUI charge
after hitting a student
NEW HAVEN, Conn. -A
prominent Yale history professor faces a charge of driving under the influence after
police say he struck a Yale student with his car.
.
Paul Kennedy, who wrote, was charged with driving
under the influence, driving
with a suspended license,
driving without insurance
and operating a motor vehicle
without insurance, according
to New Haven police. The
student's injuries were not
serious.
Greg Pepe, Kennedy's
attorney and longtime friend,
said Kennedy wasn't under
the influence of anything last
week when the accident
occurred. He had polio as a
young man and that left him
with an unsteady gait after
multiple surgeries, he said.
Kennedy showed no alcohol in his system when tested
by police, Pepe said.

Two men linked to the murder of
two students to be tried; again
WASHINGTON, Pa. - A
prosecutor said he would discuss the ·future of two men
whose convictions for the
execution style killings of two
college students have been
overturned.
.,
Washington County District Attorney John Pettit said ·
he planned to address the
arrest and prosecution of Terrell Yarbrough, 25, of Pittsburgh, and Nathan "Boo" Herring, 25, of Steubenville, Ohio,
in a news conference
· Wednesday.
Pettit has previously said
he plans to retry both men on
murder charges.
Yarbrough was serving 59
years in prison, and Herring
65 years, for kidnapping two
Franciscan University students in 1999, Brian Muha, 18,
of Westerville, Ohio, and
Aaron Land, 20, of Philadelphia.
.
Their Ohio convictions for
murdering Muha and Land
were overturned due to jurisdictional questions, because
the stuqents were kidnapped
in Ohio, but killed in Washington County, Pa

UMass undergrads face a 3.4
percent tuition increase
BOSTON - University of
Massachusetts officials say
they need to increase student
costs for the fifth time in as
many years to help pay for
new professors.
The university's board of
trustees is expected to
approve a 3.4 percent
increase in undergraduate
tuition and fees at the five
UMass campuses at a meeting next week. The board's
administration and finance
committee endorsed\ the
increase Wednesday.
The raise will translate to
a $317 hike for students
attending the flagship campus in Amherst,. where
tuition and fees for the 200607 school year would be
$9,595.
"We simply need to generate the revenue th'3tt will
allow us to expand faculty,''
said UMass spokesman
Robert Connolly. He said the
Amherst campus plans to add ·
250 professors during the
next five years.
-ASSOCIATED PRESS
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ABoynton Beach police officer investigates the scene of a murder Tuesday after the body
· of Alan Shalleck, a collaborator on the Curious George books, was found in his home.
FROM A2
place."

disclose details about how he
died.
Shalleck, 76, was the writer
and director of more than 100
short episodes of Curious
George, which aired on the
Disney Channel, and cowrote a series of books with
Margret Rey, who created the
mischievous monkey with her
·husband. more than 60 years
ago.
.
A trail of blood stained ·the
terracotta driveway in front of
Shalleck's mobile home,
where the man's outstretched
body lay behind a blue Honda
Civic parked under a carport.
Maintenance supervisor Burt
Venturelli, 62, found the body
early Tuesday.
"I went to drag it this
morning and said 'this is a
body, this isn't garbage,"' Venturelli said. He said the body
was naked from the waist up.
"I could see blood all over the

Students erupt into physical
violence over racial tensions
FONTANA, Calif. .
Racial tensions between
blacks and Hispanics erupted
in a lunchtime fist- and bottlethrowing melee between 30
students at A.B. Miller High
School.
There were no serious
injuries. Police officers used
pepper spray to subdue one
resistant student and a female
student slapped on officer,
interim school police Chief
Joe Mccann said.
The 4,300-student school
was locked down after Tuesday's brawl and some afterschool activities were canceled.
Police officers and parents
watched as the campus emptied about 20 minutes before
the regular afternoon dismissal 'time.
-ASSOCIATED PRESS
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GREEK BEAT
ASHLEY GREEN
Senior Staff Writer

Monday night~ sororities
and fraternities sang and
danced the night away to popular tunes by Missy "Misdemeanor" Elliott, Eminem,
*NSYNC, and Sean Paul at Pi
Beta Phi's Rock the Arrow
event.
The competition was the
sorority's annual philanthropy that benefits Arrowment
School of Arts and Crafts.
Teams from various sororities and fraternities performed their own lip-synch
and/or dance routines for the
competition. Themes ranged
from the outrageously funny,
like Tau Kappa Epsilon's tribute to the 1984 comedy
Revenge of the Nerds, to
seductively · sexy, like Chi
Omega's performance , to
"Mona Lisa" by Britney
Spears. Some performanc~s
even included flips· and somersaults across the stage.
Kappa Delta gave everyone
in the audience a reason to hit
the gym with colorful '80s
inspired outfits and workout
moves. Its sultry performance
won first place for sororities.
Delta Delta Delta seized the
second-place spot with a live
vocal performance of the classic "Fever," covered by Peggy
Lee in 1958. Alpha Delta Pi's ·
hip-hop inspired routine to a
Missy "Misdemeanor" Elliott
medley earned it the third
place position.
Lambda Chi Alpha's
American Idol-inspired Chi
Lambda dancer audition led
them to a first-place victory
for the fraternities. Phi. Mu
Alpha's moves to hits by T.I., ·
Eminem and B2K wowed the
judges and earned the frater-

nity second place. Pi Kappa
Phi came in third with a performance that featured an
Usher look-alike and break
dancing.
Tau Kappa Epsilon won
.the Most Spirited Award.
· "The show was a lot of fun
to watch," Kimberly Stephenson said. "Everyone seemed
like they were having a great
. e."
tim
Alpha Epsilon Pi, Delta
Upsilon, Alpha Tau Omega,
Beta Theta Pi, Delta Tau
Delta, Kappa Alpha Theta,
Sigma Chi and Sigma Nu also
gave performances at the
show.
Raffie tickets were sold for
donations to Pi Beta Phi's philanthropy. Prizes offered
throughout the evening
included gift certificates to
local clubs and restaurants.
More thah 1,500 books were
also collected to be donated to
local schools. Kappa Sigma
donated 500 books ?Jld won
the Most Books Donated
Award.
The event chair, Lara Cunningham, an accounting
major, has been a member of
Pi Beta Phi since Fall 2003.
Curuiingham said she was
very pleased with the night.
"I think everything went
really well;' she said. ''.All the
chapters did really well, and
we had a great turnout." Cunningham said Rock the Arrow
took about two-and-a-half
months to plan.
The sorority has ·been
doing this event for a number
of years.
All of the money raised
from contest entry fees, Tshirt sales and giveaways will
be contributed to the Arrowmont School of Arts and
Crafts.

Mira Furlan (Lost, BABYLON 5)
Tracy Scoggins (BABYLON 5)
Alexis Cruz (Stargate SGI)
Julie Benz (Taken)
Marina Sirtis (Star Trek: The New Generation)
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Sal will be sketching headshots tcti all weekend long!
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ORANGE CO. CONVENTION CENTER
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Musi c by Emerald Rose
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Pre-Order Benefits:·
Save .money on Cap and Gown items (pre-order on line
now through March 18, 2006).

ID Reqqired

Pool&
Darts

Valentines Day
Student Discounted
·R ose Sale

For s3· ()"0
only
You will receive

2 DOZEN
big blossoming, long stemmed,
magnificent, roses.
Various colors to choose from.

THURSDAYS.
&SATURDAY

Karaoke

Contact Michael
''The Rose Man" at

(954) 294-8200

CLASS A PLACE

Must pre-order

401-211-1665
(At 408 & E. Colonial)

,.

with students names on the back and save 15% off logo p roduts). ·

Shipped from
all over the world.

---No cover--SMOKERS WELCOME

12727 East Colonial Drive • Orlando, Florida

Save even more on packages.
Superior quality announcements.
Save lOo/o off in-store diploma frame purchases.
Have your graduation 'tickets packaged with your
cap and gown. No waiting in an extra line!
Order your UCF Alumni Association meml;Jership
at a discounted price (memb~rs get the class of 2006 T-shirt

or email
MJKAT@AOL.COM
In advance.

UCF Bookstore
4000 Central Florida Boulevard
Orlando, Florida 32816
Monday-Thursday 8:00am-7:00pm
Friday 8:00am-5:00pm Saturday 1(}.00am-2:00pm
Phone (407) 823-2665 www.ucf.bkstore.com

,.,

Bookstore
Your On-campus Store
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What more can we say?

How· about...
·

JENNA GOUGH I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Tuesday night marked the inaugural SGA-sponsored Black Farulty and Staff Appreciation Dinner at which eight members of the UCF farulty
were honored by receiving Presidential Awards, whiCh are given to people who go above and beyond the expectations of UCF.

· Eight dinner guests awarded
with Presidential Award
FROM Al

sweat ·of great men- and
women-·of-color,"
Bentley
Range, Gordon Chavis Jr., and said. Bentley commended the
Anne Marie de Govia were faculty and staff assembled.
also honored with a Presiden- "You play a very important
tial Award.
role in society, as you help to
Hans Louis-Charles, Direc- develop those who will serve
tor of Multicultural Affairs in communities all over the
and Diverse Student Initia- world," he said. "You . may
tives for SGA, was instrumen- never fully realize the impact
tal in the organization of the of your service or the mark
event.
that you have made on indi"The idea was one that viduals here at the university."
Willie and I ·,brainstormed
"We're all products of past
during my cabinet interview," leaders such as Dr. Mary
Louis-Charles said. After McLeod Bethune, W.E.B.
nearly a year of planning, DuBois, Dr. King and many
Louis-Charles was pleas~d to · unsung heroes that we may
see their idea become a reality never be aware of. They
on Tuesday. "It was an honor should rejoice in knowing that
to be in the room with such leaders such as·· yourselves
esteemed scholars," Louis- have not only continued to
Charles said.
carry the torch of excellence
Bentley spoke passionately but have passed it on to future
about the meaning the generations."
evening had for him.
In addition to the presenta"I consider this occasion as tion of the Presidential
a divine appointment made Awards, SGA honored almost
. years ago by the .blood and two dozen individuals who

serve as advisers to various
organizations, such as the ·
African American Student
Union and the Caribbean Students Association. Other portions of the celebration
included a speech by Miss
America 2004, Erica Dunlap.
Dunlap, the UCF Gospel
Choir, and student Denesha
Jenkins also honored the
guests with musical presentations.
"The event was long overdue, and one I would like to
see continue' iii the future,"
Bentley said. "I owe much of
my success to the positive
influence the black faculty and
staff of UCF have had on me."
Other events planned for
Black History Month include a
Valentine's Gala, community
service projects and a culturethemed Late Knights event.
Closing ceremonies for
Black History Month will be
held on Feb. 26th in UCF's Ferrell Auditorium.

ferris wheel, tilt-a-whirl,
strawberry pie, bump~r cars,
truck r~ftle, rOck n' roll,
·juinp, jive and wail. ·
Oh yeah ... and ·p ony rides!

Free-Admission!
Unlimited Ride Passes Available

575 Tuskawilla Road
Winter Springs
St. Stephen Catholic Church

Thurs-Fri: 5-11 pm
.Sat: Noon to 12am
Sun: Noon - 5pm

4 Days of Fu.n , Food and Entertainment
Complete your liberal education.
Grad students welcome too!
Thi s ad
sponsored by

(407) 365-9325 or ( 407) 847-9322

www.american-pools.com
POOLS & SPAS
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Deadline February 15th, 2006
in Office of student Involvement 208 Student Union.
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Among Students is a highly prestigious honor given
to Undergraduate and Graduate students who show exceptional
leadership. servioe, and scholastic achievement. Students are
recognized throughout the campus. as well as on a national level..
Who~s Who

Applications are available in the Office of Student Involvement
208 student Union
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Senators answered students' questions
Al

about when a country is ready
for democracy.
during the question and answer
"There's more to democracy
period, one of the questioners
than an election. That's the
said, "I hope you run for presieasy part," McCain said. He
dent." This was followed by
said, for example, that rule of
loud applause from the audilaw is very difficult to establish.
He said that the U.S. would
ence.
McCain is known for his
not provide funding to the
strong stance on campaign
Palestinians as long as Hamas
finance reform. In his speech,
continues to endorse · the
he made sure to address the
destruction of Israel. Despite
recent lobbyist scandals. He
the outcome of this election,
said that the system needs to be
which he called flawed, he said
reformed and that pork-barrel
that elections in general help
spending has got to go.
let off steam.
Pork-barrel spending occurs
"It's the most difficult form
when a congressman brings a
of government," McCain said
big but often unnecessary projabout democracy. "But no betect to their home state in return
ter form has been found."
for political support. It is a term
"
"I'm most happy that there's
synonymous with government
young people here today,''
McCain said in closing. "If you
waste. "We need to fix a system
where one individual... can
don't like what we do, get
waste tens of :millions of 'taxinvolved. If you really don't like
payer dollars," McCain said
what we do, then run for
Later an audience member
office."
asked how he thought governHe said that everyone needs
ment could be made smaller
to participate in government,
and more efficient. McCain
"We welcome Republicans,
said that fiscal discipline had to
Democrats, Libertarians and
be imposed in Congress.
vegetarians,'' he said
"The tipping point where
Students of many political
public opinion crystallizes in
backgrounds were interested in
war on out-of-control spending
what McCain had to say and in
is this bridge to nowhere,'' he
how he said it.
said McCain was referring to a
Junior psychology major
failed amendment to the 2006
Lauren Schommer said that she
transportation appropriations
was most surprised by
bill that would allocate $2'.33
McCain's
sense of humor.
JENNA GOUGH I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
million for a bridge in Alaska Arizona Sen.John McCain answered many questions from people in attendance at Monday's
"TlJ.eir humor made them more
between a small fown and an Freedom Forum. Topics ranged from Iran's nuclear weapon efforts to the war in Iraq.
approachable to more people,''
she said.
island with only 50 residents.
He said that this type of pork- he ;igreed with President
McCain, who is on the
Some students attended the
barrel spending has to go, espe- George W. Bush's statement Armed Services Committee, event for a differeiit perspeccially when Social Security and that the U.S. is addicted to oil. said that he'll wait for an expla- tive on world events.
Medicare are facing challenges. The solution McCain offered is nation of the cut before judging
"I wanted to hear their
Another of the long list of to use more nuclear power, it, but he added that it's "going stances because I'm a Democ· to have to be a hell of an expla- rat, and I wanted to hear the
topics addressed · was Iran's which he said is clean.
McCain addressed another nation."
Republican stance on those
effort to develop nuclear .
controversial topic: Iraq.
McCain's final topic was issues,'' sophomore industrial
weapons.
"We are probably in one of
"I think we did the right democracy. He said that during engineering major Thomas
the most dangerous periods of thing, but now we have to win a recent trip abroad, he met Hopkins said
.
history since the end of the in Iraq,'' he said. "It's goirig to be with Ukrainian students who
One student said the speech
Cold War,'' McCain said. He long, hard and rough. We've told him that the U.S. inspired changed her opinion on
said there are no good options expended our most precious them to work to toward making McCain.
as to what to do about Iran, resource: American blood."
"Before he spoke, I didn't
their own government more
adding, "The military option is
During the question-and- democratic. McCain said that necessarily like him, but I'm
not an option we can take off answer period, a student said even though anti-Americanism definitely more interested in
the table." He added that many that before he left for deploy- is very real, the U.S. still serves him as a politician now, espeother solutions must be tried ment to Iraq, he would like to as an inspiration to others cially with his desire to end
know why. According to an around the world.
bipartisanism ap.d bring the
first.
He quoted President Ronald temperature down,'' junior
He said a use of force article he read in the Army
''would be terrible." But he said Times, the government was Reagan's famous line, saying political science major Kelli
nuclear-armed Iran that's going considering cutting the Army that the U.S. is still, ''A shining Creighton said.· "I was
to attack Israel and destabilize reserves.
impressed with how relaxed he
city upon a hill."
the region would be just as bad.
. An audience member asked was and how honest he recogBefore answering, McCain
'We're not saying they're going asked, 'When do you leave?"
about the effectiveness of nized that he had faults." She
to do it," he said. "They are sayThe student said, ''April, sir." democracy when a group like added that she was glad to hear
McCain said, "On behalf of Hamas was able to win a large him touch on some traditional
ing they're going to do it." .
He also spoke on how insta- all of us, we are thankful for majority in the new Palestinian conservative views on issues.
bility is present in many of the your service. You are the best parliament. McCain said that
McCain's visited UCF nine
areas of the world that the U.S. of America." At this point, the the electlon of a Hamas major- months ago with l).S. Rep. Tom
'
ity should spark a great debate Feeney, R-Oviedo.
depends on for oil. He said that audience applauded.
FROM

Group dispels myths of organ donations
ly in any way. It's very wellrespected, professional and
According to Get Carded, efficient. There are a lot of
more than 27,000 lives were myths that aren't true, and peosaved last year because of ple are uneducated about it."
organ donors. They are making
Some myths about organ
every effort to increase the donation are that doctors
number of donors by offering would not try to save someprograms such as Green Rib- one's life if that person was an
bon Day to UCF students.
'Organ donor and that the famiToday, nearly 90,000 people ly of a donor would be charged
await the opportunity to for his organs. According to
receive an organ.
Get Carded, these notions are
According to Lanzone, one · false.
person's donations can save up
The public-relations directo 50 people.
tors of Get Carded are planKennedy Segler, the assis- ning more events to promote
tant director of public relations awareness this semester,
for the program, wants stu- including an event during this
dents to understand the sim- year's Leadership Week.
plicity of becoming a donor
Students who signed up
and the long-term effects that commei;ited on how much
donating has.
their decision could affect oth"It's just so easy,'' she said. . ers.
"It doesn't affect you negativeStudent Rebecca Richards
FROM

Al

said that organ donation is the
right thirlg to do.
"If I up and. die, I'm not
going to need my organs, and if
someone else will, I'd rather
them so to a good place,''
Richards said.
Raquel Torres, another student, said that she has always
wanted to sign up but never
had an opportunity to do so.
"I think once we die, why
not help somebody else?" she
said.
Other students who are
already organ or tissue donors
have seen the impact that
donating can make on a family ·
of someone who is fighting to
live.
Heather Anderson, a thirdyear volunteer with Get Carded, said that many people don't
realize that they could find
themselves in need of a trans-

plant some day.
"I've seen how it affects
someone my age, and it kind of
woke me up," she said. "People
our age are kind of ignorant.
College kids never think it
would happen to us or someone in our family."
Leaders of Get Carded
point out that the most impor-:
tant part of becoming a donor
is letting your family know
about your wishes.
"It's more of an issue of
telling your family that you
want to be an organ dqnor,''
Lanzone said. "Ultimately, they
are the ones making that decision."
Segler said that with organ
donation, the decision differs
from doctor-to-doctor on .
whether the organ donor card
has power over the family's
wishes.

~g~407/823-4914 • online@ucf.edu
Why Pay for Pre-Paid Legal When
You Can See an Attorney on
Campus for Free?

Currently, enrolled students are entitled to
onsult with program attorneys about
legal matters and receive advice.
Free Legal Services
In addition, legal representation,
up to and including all stages of trial, may be provided in certain
types of cases, such as the following:
.•

Landlord/tenant problems affecting student's living .
arrangements in the community.

•

Consumer problems confronting individual students.

•

Traffic cases

Criminal law
•

Uncontested dissolution of marriage
Bankruptcy

Students in need of legal service shoul
in person or by telephone (407-823-2
Services in ~oom 155, Student
consultations are by appointment only
given over the phone.

Leeth.ra J. Moore,
.Pivot Point Certified Hair Stylist
Diverse Multi-Ethic Hair Styles

COllt~ SPtCIALS
10% OFF any Service
Student & Faculty w/ valid ID · Coupon not required for discount

.
Leethra J. Moore'shair c.areservicesinclude restoring hair and scalp to its
natural health, beauty, and luster as well as cutting edgemulti ethnichair
designs, haircuts usingthelatest Pivot Point techniques, innovative hair
color, and provocative hair weaves.
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Dear Suzie,
Will you-be my Valentine?
Johnny

Roses are Bed, Violets a~ Blue,
I 'ouldn~ have gotten through
freshm•n year without you.
Lovo, Bobby

TD1Timy:

lt.lppyV"<iay! lloveyou
morethan chocolate!
Love, Kelly

GRAB YOUR

Mention this ad and you will be registered to win
2 dozen roses from Mich . "The Rose Man"

COUPON BOOK
IN 'EHE STUDENT UNION T -

- 3 miles from UCF At Soul Scissors· 120 Alexandria Blvd.

('

407-234-'4811
Walk-ins welcome, appointments preferred
l.
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Stop paying high retail prices for ink!

Choosing proper titles can
lead to awkward situations

100°/o Guaranteed
You and Your Wallet will love us!

While professors tend to vary on what they like to be
called, students prefer to show respect to their educators

More INK for LE

JAMIE SALMASIAN

to her professors as profession- respect, a lot of students wonContributing Writer
der why and question their
al examples.
"I have more respect toward authority," she said.
The line between professors . my professors because I look to
Natasha Graham, a nursing
and students can be blurry, and them as examples since I am major, said she thought some
some students and professors going to be a teacher myself professors, ·especially new
encounter awkward situations one day," she said.
ones, overreact to how stu- ·
When it comes to how students
Alayna Little, a business dents address them.
address their professors.
major, said she had bne experi"It was my professor's first
When asked whether she ence with a professor with semester teaching, and in our
P!efers to be called "Pr9fessor" strong feelings about how she · class we used WebCT,'' she
ot: "Mrs." by her students,
said. "My professor became
:t-:icole Burda, a French profesoffended when he was
sor who will be teaching at
addressed by a student who
QCF for 10 years this August,
, typed just his last name instead
said she really didn't have a
of putting 'Mr.' in front of it. I
preference. "I respond to both,"
understand how he felt to acershe said. Ultimately, though,
tain extent, but I don't think it
she likes to be called "Madame
was something to. get ·upset
Burda" because she teaches
over.''
French. ,
A study at the Rochester
Some professors .do have a
Institute of Technology ·by
preference, and that preference
Robert Roy Kelly, a pioneer in
is informal. "It doesn't matter
graphic design in the '70s,
as' long as il: isn't 'Mister', "i· said
attempted to show that "teachJason Ford, an.assistant profesers who attempt to cultivate
sor of sociology who has been
their students to like them will
teaching at UCF for four years.·
invariably end up without
Ford said he preferred being ·
respect."
·
- KATIE LINDGREN
called by his first name over
Ford said that he agreed and
EXCEPTIONAL EDUCATION MAJOR
being called Mr. Ford.
that ·if a teacher was trying to
He also said that students
be "cool," he could lose his stuwho send e-mails to their prodent's respect.
fessors without addressing was addressed.
Students .also tend to
them as "Professor" may be
"My professor emphasized address younger professors
perceived as showing disre- that she preferred how her less formally, Burda said.
~pect.
name was pronounced by her
"I think even though I'm
He said that this can lead to students, and someone messed younger, I've learned to ·deal
the professor feeling angry and it up," she said.
with disruption in my classslighted.
"So, she repeated her name r9om," she said. "I try to give
Katie Lindgren, an excep- to correct them, but most of my respect to my students so that I
tional education major, said she other professors don't mind will get it back. I've been told
thinks professors do deserve being called by their first that I'm more approachable
· . since I'm younger, but regardrespect and that this can be name."
shown by how students
Little said that demanding less of age, professors need to
address them.
respect can sometimes under- keep up with the times."
''.All of my professors go by mine a professor's authority.
In the end, students might
'Doctor,' so that is what I call
"When a teacher comes in be best served by asking their
them," Lindgren said.
[to the Classroom] and professors for their preferred
Lindgren ~so said she looks demands a massive amotuit of form of address.

"I have more
respect toward
my professors
because I look
to them as
examples."

Equal Opportunity office
handles harassment claims
ship, is head of advertising for
For more information on
the survey. They will be part- -Victim
Services,
visit
nering with the campus book- http://victimservices.ucf.edu/.
store in a campus-wide contest
For more information on
for a slogan supporting the UCF's Women's Research Cenevent.
ter,
visit
The winning slogan will be http://www.cas.ucf.edu/womprinted on T-shirts and but- ensresearch/
For more information on the
tons, which will be handed out
on campus. The judges, Equal Opportunity and Affirmaprocess and prizes are still to tive Action Programs, visit
be announced.
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-eeo/.
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which they want to pursue,"
Mouton said.
UCF's Equal. Opportunity
and Affirmative Action Programs office is also designed to
receive complaints of sexual
harassment.
· Cooke, who is working with
Lieberman on the event as part
<;>n her Lead Sch0lars assistant• • - • • - · - • • • • - • • • • • · - · - · • - ·· - - · · • • · - · · - • • - • • • •• • • · • - • · - • • - • • • • • • • H . . oM••-•••H~O•-O>O•OO•O•O•OoO-
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Ptice with refills

Sl 2'9

HP

Blk

HP

Color $16 99
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$14 99

Color ·$18 99

LEX

Dell Blk
Dell . Color

Sl 4 99
Sl 8 99

Egso.n, Cannon & Brother
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ATTENTION PRINTER USERS:
Don't Throw Your Empty
Cartridges Away -

REFILL /

50r!10% OFF Retail Priees

,--·--·--·--·--·--·--· .. -·--·,
1/2 OFF REFILL
Black Ink Jets
w/ Purchase of Color cartridge
HP, Lexmark, or Dell

407-679-2330 '-·--·--·-----·--·--·--·--·
Offer Exp 02/28/06

10069 Universit Blvd. (Corner of Dean & Universit - NEXT TO PUBLIX)

CrtSfers·
FRESH

SALADS

AND

Best way to eat right (and save money) is to come to Crispers.
We've got incredible garden fresh gourmet salads, hearty stacked
sandwiches, wraps, soups, gumbos, chowders, and,
for the occasional splurge, a selection of desserts, sundaes, milk
s.hakes, and frozen treats that will knock your socks right off
your feet. If you happen to be wearing socks.
Better yet- we now offer a huge selection of
delicious HOT entree items.
Example: our Big BIG baked potato, covered in all kinds
of yummy stuff, like pot roast, Tex-Mex chicken, and more.
Plus there's a variety of flat breads with toppings that are great
as a snack or a complete meal. Then, we've got new
·
HOT toasted sandwiches, which includes
the best Reuben ypu've ever tasted, probably.

Plenty to eat, and it's all good.
Plus, yo1:1'll SAVE $2 on
any menu item you order
over $4.99.

436 & UNIVERSITY
391 SOUTH SEMORAN BLVD.
WI T RPA K
ph (407) 673-4100

: Is your dream to become a doctor, to study in beautiful surroundings, with
· a world-renowned acuity and state of the art facilities - what more could
: 'you want in a professional education? Logan College students receive all
• this and more! If ydu are ready to accept the challenge of graduate
: professional study in science, physiotherapy, nutrition, radiology,
; clinical sciences, chiropractic techniques and extensive clinical
; rotations, then Logah College is the place for you.

s'ucH

You came to Orlando to learn new things, party, meet new
people, party, expand your understanding, party, and receive the
education you need to make your way in the world. Right?
Okay, here's your first lesson. Eat right and stay healthy.
'
The infirmary is no fun.

·coupons,
and
discover
"1hat:
good eat:ing
is all about:.

,. - --------------

F

SAVE $2 off any single

The Right Choice For Your Future

/

.

including our new selection L',ftlltfl!"!"!"'~~
of HOT entree
items.

MON.-SAT. 10:30AM - 9 PM
SUN. 11 AM - 8 PM

.
WATERFORD LAKES
557 N.ALAFAYA TRAIL
ORLANDO
ph (407) 482-4727

I

: Logan College of Chiropractic gives you the skills to help
: patients get well through non-invasive healthcare while
: preparing you to earn a substantial income commensurate
• with your position as a Doctor of Chiropractic. Most DC's
: work in a private practice setting, providing time for family
: and other. important quality. of life priorities.

MON-THU, I0:30AM - 9 PM
FRI. SAT. 10:30AM - ·10 PM SUN. 11 AM - 8 PM
ll.IOAt.. 20
WAT! llPOllO THIATIU!S

~

. Contact Logan College at 1-800-533-921 o. or at
loganadm@logan.edu to receive an information packet
: describing the world's fastest growing healthcare profession.
• You can also visit our website at www.logan.edu.

ALAFAYA

.,

..

ONE OFFER PER COUPON.
ONE COUPON PER VISIT. EXPIRES 2-23-06.

2-00

I

2-80

I

- -·
-------------FREE'
SMOOTHIE
Purchase any menu item
over $4.99 and receive
one of our cool,
delicious Smoothies, FREE!

Q

Monique Mullings
Florida Resident
Third-Year Student

06

SEMORAN BLVD.

To see all our menu selections,
click on www.crispers.com.

ONE O FFER PER COUPON.
ONE COUPON PER VISIT. EXPIRES 2-23-06.
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I GOT IT!

even bigger test
hristian Brothers College
High School in Missouri
is one of many schools
' being heralded by the federal
1 government for considering
1
the implementation of new
mandatory drug testing programs for the 1,000 males who
attend the private school.
Included in the $9,500
tuition will be the fees for drug
testing, although students at
the school don't feer there is
even a remote possibility of a
drug problem at the school.
Officials believe, though, that
the $60 fee is a small price to
: pay for ensuring that no problem ever exists.
' P'r ograms like this are all
, part of President George W.
' Bush's initiative to curb drug
use in public and private high
schools and middle schools
, around the nation. First men: tioried in his 2004 State of the
Union address, Bush's.plan
· mainly focuses on testing stu, dent athletes and other stu; dents who participate in
: extracurricular activities.
However, the plan would
additionally target all students
for random drug testing, an act
•that the American Civil Liberties Union has deemed unfair
because it allows school ·
' administrators to target "trou..:
ble children" or even those
' from lesser socioeconomic
backgrounds.
The ideology behind testing
high school s~dents for illegal
' drugs is positive~ It's important
to find students who are abusing drugs and to offer them

assistance in recovering from
addiction. The problem is that
many people fail to realize it's
not always poor people and
minorities who are using illegal substances.
People from many different
'e thnicities and income.brackets use drugs. It's a fact of life
that is largely ignored because
white-collar country-club families don't want to acknowledge
that their children could have
developed an addiction.
Instead, children from poor
families and troubled backgrounds are often targeted by
these types of programs
because that is the commo~
identifiable theme to an ignorant masses.
The initial cause for the
Bush administration to push
random mandatory drllg testing was to curb steroid abuse
among high school athletes.
Professional athletics have
recently shown the American
public that there is a larger
problem than most people
know about, and the professional athletes are setting a disturbing example for high ·
school athletes.
If this is the only case
behind the drug testing, then it
is a good program. Athletes
shouldn't feel threatened by
drug tests if they're playing
clean. But not every student
should have to worry about
going through a day of classes
and wondering whether
they're going to become the
target of unfair procedural
bias.

Anyone who attended a
public high school knows that
there are different groups and
trends among the student
body. It's the same in every city
across the country. At the same
time, there are teachers .a nd
administrators who aren't
capable of accepting different
trends, and that often leads to
stereotyping and ignorant decision making by these officials.
Obviously not every teacher
fits this mold, and many are
capable of making rational
decisions with the attempt to
identify with different stu- .
dents. It's that kind of rationale
that needs to be taken into
consideration with drug testing
because there will always be a
teacher lacking the wherewithal to show compassion.
The drug testing program is
supposed to keep the identity
of students confidential. But
when guilty students don't
show up to school for weeks at
a time, it will become detri1,llental to the individual's selfesteem and social confidence.
Additionally, when one student fails a drug test, adminiytrators and teachers using the
process as a means of targeting
problem·students will have an
open door to go after all of the
initial student's friends.
In theory, the drug testing
policy is entirely necessary. In
reality, it will fail until government officials recognize that
personal bias and stereotypes
will ruin the possibility of fair
consideration.
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Emergency test
waS a good effort
L

ei Wei, a UCF associate
days walking around campus.
of
electrical
Wei's team tested a reverseprofessor
'.
engineering, his team
911 system, in which a computer called a list bf 1,200 prereand the 100 student volunteers
who assist him by taking s'urcorded landline numbers and
veys, should be commended for played an automated warning;
their efforts to test and evaluate an FM broadcast; two sirens
.
• different methods of alerting
loud enough to be heard across
university students, faculty and campus and in nearby neigh·staff to emergency situations
borhoods; and a loud, male
such as terrorist attacks and
voice repeating, "This is a test,''
1
major hurricanes.
at truly impressive volume.
Wei and his team collected
Students are notoriously
data Monday that they will use hard to reach, due to their highto recommend what technololy mobile nature and their selfgy Fiorida's 11 state universities absorption. Most meander
, and 26 community colleges
around UCF in their own per': should invest in.
sonal haze of thought or seem
Most universities, including
to have a cell phone permaUCF, rely on mass e-mail, cam- nently affixed to their ear.
pus radio and TV stations to
They rely on cell phones,
1 send out messages. Few
·crippling the reverse 911 sysschools have a university-wide
terns that are bound to landintercom because of the
lines, and they sport digitalexpense.
music players, taking the teeth
These options have obvious
out of any FM radio broadcast.
problems for many universities,
Still, sirens and an intercom
UCF included. UCF's campus
should permeate the student
radio is not widely listened to · · haze, right? Wrong. Oddly
and is broadcast over the Inter- enough, when sirens cried their
net only. UCF's campus TV sta- eerie song and an automated
tion programming is shown on voice repeated his message on
a closed circuit and is accessithe north side of campus Monble only on campus and at
day afternoon, most students
UCF-affiliated housing comdidn't seem to notice.
' plexes.
They continued to stroll
1
None of these options covacross the lawns while listening
' ers students who spend their
to their iPods - that must have

been playing some seriously ·
loud music - and carried on
conversations without' a pause.
A few looked around to see
where the noise was coming
from, and some even turned
away and raised their voices to
be heard on their cell phones.
Granted, it was just a test,
and maybe the lack of awareness could be attributed to
years of school-enforced numbness to false alarms. Remember
all those years of filing out to
parking lots for fire alarms?
Maybe the knowledge that,
"This is a test, this is only a
test," can be blamed for the
lack of attention paid to the
alarms.
Still, this experiment could
be looked at as not only a test
of campuswide warning systerns but of the general awareness of the UCF student body.
It is easy to get lost in thoughts
of the next exam, work or an
evening's date.
However, students must pay
some attention to the world
around them, or all of Wei's
research and evaluations will
be futile.
That said, to Wei, his team .
and the students volunteers
who will complete surveys on
the effectiveness of these trials:
thanks for trying.

Running cartoons shows
ignorance of newspaper
· Two wrongs don't make a right for solving problem
are decisions that the media
Although a million difwill make, and they won't
ferent things could be said
always be the most popular.
about Super Bowl XL, Fm
The entire world will never
going to forgo becoming
be pleased by the content of
yet another trite voice statany newspaper or magazine
ing my frustrations about
because it is the right of the .
poor officiating or how it
publishers and editors to
was the lamest Super Bowl
include opinions and debatin modern history.
able content. 1hlst me, just
Instead, there's a topic
MOUTHING OFF dealing with a college news~·
that has every major media
paper, I see people get upset '
pundit in the world arguing
ASHLEY BURNS
over things that I believe are
about free speech and the
Newsroom Manager
trivial.
'
responsibilities of news
publications, and the entire
But a cartoon, of all
things, just baffles me. It doesn't baffle me
situation is absolutely driving me nuts.
because people are upset. I can understand '
In September, Danish newspaper Jylthe offensive nature of a cartoon of Muham-·
lands-Posten published a series of editorial
mad wearing a bomb for a turban. What bif~
cartoons depicting the Islamic Prophet
fies me is that son;ieone in a position of '
Mohammed. All of these cartoons were
drawn in extremely poor taste, and Islamic
media authority would look at that cartoon
and say, "Hey, here's some fun editorial concountries are now engulfed in protest and
violence. The fact is that any portrayal of
tent."
On the other side of the coin, though, it is
the prophet violates traditional Musl.µn law .
only a cartoon, and an apology was eventu.:.",
because it could lead to idolatry.
The death toll from protests concerning
ally issued by the president of ]yllands.Posten. The Muslim leaders who initially , ·
the cartoons hit 10 this week, and Pandora's
Box is only opening wider. Libya pulled its
protested the publication of the cartoons ·
accepted the apology, whether wholeheartembassy from Denmark, several protesters
were killed as they stormed a U.S. military ·
ed or not, and the -p aper ran a front-page letter from the editor explafuing the decision · ·
base in Afghanistan, and the Danish econoand how he never intended this to lead to · ·
my is'taking a severe hit as its companies
·
have been boycotted throughout the Middle violence.
Maybe the letter should have explained
East.
how someone could lack rational thought '' Muslim leaders asked for an apology
from the Danish newspaper for months, and when deciding to run an extremely offen- · ·· ·
~ive picture of a religious icon. It 'w ould be ~·
one was offered only after the boycott
like running a cartoon of God or Buddha ' ·
.began. Officials from]yllands-Posten said
they didn't mean such harm by running the
participating in deplorable acts. There's no
cartoons, and their decision was merely that difference, and that's why I'm appalled at ··
of free speech.
the lack of thought by the Danish newspa- • ·
Free speech is one thing, but common
PLEASE SEE MUSLIM ON A9 .
sense is an entirely different matter. There
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'What was your favorite ....
Super Bowl commercial?' .

~

Marketing

Advertising

(eutral 1loriba ;future

"The Hummer commercial with the
baby and the aliens in it:"

"Goldylocks and the three bears."

I

Micro Molecular Biology

I

"I didn't watch it, I was in the library." •

~·

I
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Muslim leaders need to help
quiet protesters' violence
'

Machu Picchu

"Cartoons·
making fun of
a religious
prophet
should be·the
fi.rst thing
thatpeople .
think of when
it comes to

·Catering Available

·Authentic Peruvian Cuisine

A8

arena for debate is wide open ·
sional journalists running
major international newspafor everyone.
per.
pers are setting incredibly
These cartoons attacked With.a booming lack of
poor examples for people like · whether simply tongue-incommon sense as the apparcheek or with malicious
me.
ent reasoning behind this
.
For example, the student
intent - an entire religion
:international debacle, I'm left
newspaper at the University
and, regardless of the faith,
to wonder what the fine peoof Florida ran a cartoon after
that act alone is .begging for
ple at Jyllands-Posten would
Kanye West's infamous
the kind of behavior that the
suggest as a means to quell
"George Bush hates black
world is witnessing right now.
the thousands of protesters in people" remark after HurriNot everyone in the world
Middle Eastern countries.
cane Katrina. That cartoon
is smart enough to realize that
Many people around the
used the most deplorable
it very well could have been
world aren't blessed with the
intended to be harmless. "The
racially insensitive term in
opportunity to receive any
American history and that
Family Circus" cartoons boil .
's ort of education or insight
paper faced major protest. .
my blood, but you don't see ·
that could lead to a peaceful
Would I ever run a cartoon me drawing a dotted line to
solution. It's the sad truth.
using ·t he N-word? Absolutely all of the places that I'd hide
Muslim people deserve to be
little Jeffy's dismembered
upset about this entire debabody parts.
.~le, but it shouldn't lead to
Bad example? Maybe so,
violence, especially consider- .
but the fact that 10 people .
•i ng one Palestinian newspahave already died because of a
per once ran an editorial carcartoon shows that Muslim
fpon depicti.Ilg Ariel Sharon
leaders need to talk to their .
butchering people with an ax
followers and tell them to end
shaped like a swastika:
this senseless violence.
~ President George W. Bush
As children, we learn early
fa tryin~ to stop this situation
on that two wrongs don't
before it escalates further. Yet '
make a right. Physical viosomehow, violence over a carlence won't solv~ this matter,
toon is now drawing more
especially when Middle EastMiddle Eastern hostility
ern protesters are killing each
toward the U.S.
other in the process. In fact,
How did Jyllands-Posten
the greater solution was
not see this corning? Cartoons
already determined.
making fun of a religious
By boycotting Danish
prophet should be the first .
goods in the Middle East,
thing that people think of
Muslim leaders forced the
when it comes to irresponsiDanish newspaper and govble journalism.
ernment to atone for the.mis-·
You can justify only so
take of running the cartoon. It
much by using freedom of
was a brilliant strategy, and
speech as a blanket, but we're
that should have ended everyalso dealing with countries
thing. But when international
that don't believe in that right.
society isn't afforded the luxu_Freedom of speech is one
ry of having political leaders
of the biggest scapegoats in
not. It's not because I'm afraid establish a resolution for
the history of mankind. Musi- of facing protest. It's because
every conflict, flags are
cians, fiimmakers and other
it's an atrocious word that
burned and embassies are
artists constantly justify their
represents the worst of every- attacked.
controversial actions by statthing that people could ever
Instead, amid the violence,
ing that freedom of speech is
stand for, regardless of who
an Iranian newspaper is holdtheir reasoning for making
says it.
ing its own editorial cartoon
questionable comments.
Along the same rationale, if contest. Hamshahri has invitRegardless of my status as
a moment ever came up
ed its readers to submit cara journalist, I would never put where I had to question using toons depicting the Holocaust
myself in a situation in which
a cartoon that insults an
in humorous light. Let's not
I ;would have to use freedom
entire :religion, I don't think
go overboard, folks. If anyone
of speech as a means to
I'd need to be a member of
doesn't see the massive red
escape criticism. Most of the
MENSA to know that it has
flag flying over this potential
time, what I write is what I
no place running in a newspa- disaster, then I must be losing
feel, but I know that there are
per.
my mind.
lines for good taste and offen1f you look at' the long-ruriIf Hamshahri runs these
sjve nature. Surely there are
ning debate over the separacartoons, then the <;!ntire Midplenty of people who disagree tion of church and state, it's
dle East is going to become a
with me and I take the negabasically the same point with
massive brawl, even worse
tive criticism with a grain of
journalism. I know that every- than the ongoing violence
salt.
one reading this newspaper
stemming from the war in
When I know that I've
Iraq and the countless other
does not share my religious
done something wrong, I man faith, so why would I try to
insurgents battling global
up and apologize for it. I don't impress my ideals on anyone
troops in the Middle East.
usually apologize b ecause I
Imagine that. World War
else?
wrote something that I truly
III starts because of a few stuUnless it's a church
feel That would be doing
pid cartoons and a horrennewsletter or a periodical
'm yself an injustice. What I do specifically designated for
dously dumb idea to nin
apologize for is not taking
them. It's a pretty scary image
one particular sect, religion
another person's feelings into
has no place in a media publi- to have in your head.
· consideration.
Now that I think of it,
cation. The goal of the media
Obviously I understand the is to create an unbiased news
maybe a Super Bowl column
difference between a college
and entertainment source for
would have been a better idea.
columnist making jokes about its readers. When the slightest
celebrities and athletes. But
hint of religion is involved a
Ashley Burns can be reached at
the point is that the profeswall is knocked do\vn and the
newsroom@UCFnews.com
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Exclusive offer for UCF Future Readers
Mention this ad and receive 5 free ring
tones with all new activations
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Maybe it's time to get the EDGE!
when is the
EDGE?
• June 12 - 30, 2006
• Monday - Friday, 8:00 am - 4:45 pm
Classes will be held at Crummer Hall &taught
by the prestigious Rollins MBA faculty
• Weekend and evening activites include leadership
lectures and team-building exercises

who can get the
EDGE?

what is the
EDGE?
• Explore the basic concepts and vocabulary of business
through tearn-based projects
Develop critical thinking skills to solve business problems
and give presentations
• Grow academically while being taught by the Rollins MBA
internationally recognized faculty
• Excel in your future endeavors with your new found skills
after graduating from the EDGE

Rollins College
Crummer Graduate School of Business

• Those that are Juniors or Seniors this fall regardless
of your undergraduate major
Those thinking about getting an MBA
• Those that are career-focused but want to enhance
your business skills

INFORMATION SESSION
Feb. 15, 6·7pm @ Dave's Down Under
Rollins College, Cornell Campus Center

RSVP @ 407-691-1079 or gmitchell@rollins .ed~
w ww.crumrner.rollins.edu/edge
407-691-1079 )
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Cannotb~combinewithanyotheroffer I Cannotbecombinewithanyotheroffer
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1
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MAZDA .

Be a Sweetheart

Valentine·s

··euMPER TO BUMPER"
UMI I ED WARRANTY
48 MO THS OR 50,08 MILES

Sales Event
\

Leather Strap Steering Wheel w/ Audio Control,
8-Way Power Seat, Keyless Entry ~nd Alarm

Save Up

MAZDA

ROADSIDE
ASSISTANCE

WELL EQUIP.PED! . NOT STRIPPED!

Stk #6N31331.5
Stk #6C114600

To

')

SEVERAL TO CHOOSE FROM

Air Conditioning, 4 Wheel Disc Brakes
AM/FM/CD Player, Tilt Steering Wheel
+

· A/C, AUTO, Power Steering, Power Brakes,
Power Windows, CD Player

Stk #6L490800
Stk #6L500432

SEVERALTO CHOOSE FROM

•J

A/C, CD, Power Windows, Power Locks, Power Brakes,
ABS Brakes, Tiit Steering Wheel, Alloy Wheels
FROM ONLY

+

,
Air Conditioning,
AM/FM, CD Player,
. Power Steering,
Power Locks

·.
A/C, CD, Alloy Wheels,
Power Windows, Power Locks,
Power Brakes,

FROM ONLY

+

Model Code:09415

+ Savings based on dealer discount and/or factory rebate. Example: 2005 Nissan Pathfinder (2006 Nissan Altima 2.5 MSRP of $21,620) includes factory rebate of $500, ($1 ,000 for Nissan
Altima), and a dealer rebate of $3.500, ($1,200 for Nissan Altima). 2006 Nissan Altima 2.5 sale price $19,420. ++Al! prices plus tax, tag, and title. $500 college grad discount requires 2or 4
year degree. Must be witllin twelve months of graduating or within 2 years after graduation to qualify. Financing must be through Nissan. All rebates and incentives assigned to dealer. All
offers not to be used in conjunction. All vehicles subject to prior sale. Pictures for illustration purposes only. Not responsible for typographical errors. Dealer fee of $498.55 is included in
advertised prices.

TEST DRIVE AMAZDA TODAY.
+All prices plus tax, tag and title. All rebates included. Must finance Mazda MX Miata through Mazda American Credit Not all buyers will qualify. All rebates and incentives ass~ned to dealer.
All offers not to be used in conjunction. All vehicles subject to prior sale. Pictures for illustration purposes only. Not responsible for typographical errors.

SALE HOURS:

SALE HOURS:
Mon-Fri 9-9• Sun 11-6
SERVICE HOURS:
-Mon-Fri 7-6• Sat 8-5

Mon-Fri 9-9• Sat 9-8• Sun 11-6

SERVICE HOURS:
Mon-Fri 7-6• Sat 8-5

NISSAN
HWY 436 Betw-n Colonial&: University Blvd. Next to Classic Mazda East

1-888-NEW-Nl&SA'N

www.classicnissan.com

1-888-639-6477 .

MAZDA
HWY 436 Between Colonial & University Blvd. Next to Classlc Nissan

:L-800-639-7000

WWW-classicmazda-com
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BASEBALL: 2006 SEASON PREVIEW

golf team
finishes
-strong

(I

~·

Knights finish 3rd
in season-opening
UCF Invitational

l'

ANDY VASQUEZ
Sports Editor

<•
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE ARCHIVE

The UCF women's golf team
continued its strong play under
the leadership of new Coach
Emilee Klein, with a third-place
finish at the UCF Women's Golf
·Invitational early this week.
The tournament was hosted
by UCF at the Stoneybrook Golf
Club, less than 10 miles away
from the Main Campus in Orlando. After fairly benign conditions on Monday, things got
tricky when the wind picked up
Tuesday, but the Knights were
able to stay in contention.
"Overall, the team played
pretty well," Klein said. "I'm
proud of the girls. The conditions were rough [Tuesday], but
they played hard They exceeded my expectations for the first
tournament of the semester."
·UCF went into the final

Ahealthy Taylor Cobb, above, will hope to make an impact on the pitching rotation of the UCF baseball team this spring. Cobb and pitcher Tim Bascom, the Conference USA preseason pitcher of the year, will help guide UCF.
PLEASE SEE
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The UCF baseball team moves to a new level of competition in C-USA
UCF will-rely on
veterans as well
as newcomers in
tougher C-USA

..

..

-UCF defeats 8-CC for
·first win of new season
after two losses to FIU

da International, but they
· bounced back Tuesday with a
win over Bethune-Cookman.
Here's a look at how their. roster
and schedule shakes out for the
rest of the season.

Returning stars

Junior pitcher Tim Bascom
returns
as the staff's ace. The
CHRIS HOYLER
Dunedin right-hander is comStaff Writer
ing off a breakout 2005 season
May 28, 2005, brought a diffi- in which he earned Atlantic Sun
cult ending to a 12-year stretch first-team all~conference honof domination for UCF baseball ors, sporting· a 10-2 record with
in the Atlantic Sun Conference. a 3.10 ERA, throwing 113.1
But when the Knights walked irinings and striking out 113.
Redshirt sophomore Taylor
off Mekhing Field at Conrad
Park in DeLand, they immedi~ Meier returns after an injuryately left behind the 5-3 loss to plagued 2005, and he shotild
Florida Atlantic in the ·confer- slot as the number two starter
ence tournament and stepped behind Bascom. The 6-foot-7
into the national spotlight of right-hander will try to build on
Conference USA, a far more an outstanding freshman seaprestigious conference that son in 2004. In 74 innings, Meier
gives the Knights a new world went 6-3 with a 2.55 ERA and
of opportunity in exposure and was named to the Collegiate
recruiting.
Baseball's Freshman All-Ameri"The players that we've can Team. Before his arm injury,
signed already, for next year, we Meier's dynamic fastball was
probably couldn't have gotten· his top pitch; so it will be interin their houses without being in esting to see how his velocity
Conference USA," UCF Coach holds up as the season wears
Jay Bergman said.
on.
The Knights got off to a
Other returning candidates
rough start in 2006, dropping a
Sunday doubleheader to FloriPLEASE SEE SCHEDULE ON B4
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Infielder Matt Horwath had eight home runs last year for UCF.

Familar faces

Tim
· Bascom

Matt

Junior
Starting pitcher

Ryan

Horwath

Bono

Junior
Shortstop

Senior
Catcher

CHRIS HOVLER
Staff Writer
.~

The correlation between the popularity of high school football recruiting
and the importance of the college freshman to his football team is undeniable.
From the second freshmen were permitted to play with the varsity in the
early 1970s, fans were interested in who
their next young star wquld be. For

some, it's more important than the season itself: as evidenced by the plethora
of"reCruiting networks" available on the
Internet, which houses more video of
high school prospects than any coach in
the country.
At UCF, recruiting has been a monotonous event With limited reach and a
"small school" reputation, retaining
players from the area was ~cult
enough without reaching beyond the
state. But with George O'Leary at the
helm, everything has changed
Now, freshmen come in and not only
contribute, but dominate. Kevin Smith.
PLEASE SEE
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PLEASE SEE

BASEBALL ON B4

Men'sgoJf
a mix of
youth and
••
expenence
Two seniors
expe~ted to lead
young team
ZACH MOORE
Staff Writer

With the new golf season
approaching quickly, the UCF
men's golf team has just one
objective: to win.
,
"The only reason we play is
to win," Coach Nick Clinard
said
The team will begin their season next week, in what can be
considered a home game. Their
first tournament is the UCF/Rio
Pinar Intercollegiate Tournament This tournament will host
18 teams including Memphis,
Tulane and Southern Miss;
While the team roster is' larger, coaches will select five players to represent the Knights per
tournament in the team competition. That leaves a decision for
each tournament on who will
compete for the team.
PLEASE SEE

MEN'S ON 82

Second half of C-USA
schedule will be key

New Knights have
tough act to follow
Size in the trenches,
speed on the outside
highlight 2006 class

It wasn't as easy as hoped, but the UCF baseball team picked up its first win cifthe season in
Daytona Beach Tuesday night defeating BethuneCookman 8-4.
Junior Brian Brooks picked up the win for the
Knights, going one inning in relief of freshman Kyle
Sweat. Sweat was fantastic in his first career-start
going 5.2 innings and allowing just three earned
runs on six hits.Junior Dominic Petracca earned his
first save ofthe season, pitching 2.1scoreless
innings.
The Knights, who jumped out to a3-0 lead on
the strength ofatwo-run double by senior catcher
Ryan Bono, regained the lead fof.qood in their half
of the seventh. Freshmen Shane Ynclan and Eric
Kallstrom drove.in runs offouts, pushing the
Knights ahead 5-3. .
•
Petracca entered the game in the bottom half
of the seventh after Brooks shut down apotential
B-CC rally. The Wildcats had arun on the board with
the bases loaded and no outs, but junior third baseman Matt Ray turned an unassisted double play
after grabbing B-CC center fielder Jose Ortits line
drive and tagging out Chris Brown.
In the eighth, the Knights took advantage of
the last of four Wildcat errors, scoring twice to put
the game out of reach. Bono and sophomore center fielder Tyson Auer led the team with three hits
each and Ray scored two runs to go with his 2-for5 nightatthe'plate.

WOMEN ON A2

Green Wave rides recent succes.g into Orlando;
Knights fight for bye j.n conference tournament
ANDY VASQUEZ
Sports Editor

ANDY VASQUEZ I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF Coach George O'Leary admonishes quarterback
Steven Moffett during the 2nd half of the Knights4948 loss to Nevada in the 2005 Sheraton Hawaii Bowl.

Over the past few years, the UCF
men's basketball team has been at its
best in the months of February and
March. If the Knights are hoping to
make a splash in postseason play
eight weeks from now, they will
have to continue that trend.
UCF will kick off the second half
of its Conference USA· season on
Saturday at home against Tulane at
7:30 p.m., in one of seven key games

that will determine how difficult the
Knights road will be in March's CUSA Championship.
As of Wednesday afternoon. UCF
stands at fifth place in C-USA with a
3-3 record. UCF was scheduled to
play at Southern Mississippi on
Wednesday evening, but the results
were not available at press· time.
One thing is guaranteed: the CUSA Championship is March 8-ll in
Memphis at the FedExForum and
PLEASE SEE
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STATE &
NATION
No. 2 Duke 87_,
No. 23 North Carolina 83
CHAPEL HILL, N.C. J.J. Redick had 22 of his 35
points in the second half,
freshman Josh McRoberts
added a season-high 17
points, and No. 2 Duke held
off No. 23 North Carolina
87-83 on Tuesday night.
Redick was 12-for-22
from the field - including
five 3-pointers - and set a
career high with four steals.
Three of those led to breaki,tway layups.
With Duke (22-1, 10-0
Atlantic Coast Conference)
clinging to a one-point lead,
Redick swished . a 3 over
Wes Miller to increase the
margin with 1:54 remaining.
He later added another
with the shot clock winding
down to make it a sevenpoint game, and, despite a
furious rally by the Tar
Heels .(14-6, 5-4), the Blue
Devils picked up their 16th
victory in the past 19 games
in the rivalry.
.
Reyshawn Terry had 17
points for North Carolina,
which trailed by 17 points in
the second half but tied the
game with a 12-0 run.

Men's tennis defeats UTSA
The only loss this season has
been to the second-ranked University of Florida in Gainesville
in a sweep.
Since then, the team went on
to beat Rollins College (5:4),
before returning home to face
UTSA
.
ANDY JACOBSOHN
On Sunday, the doubles'
Staff.Writer
point quickly went to the RoadThe UCF men's tennis team runners after beating the. teams
handed the visitors from the of Sebastian Delgado ·and
University of Texas at San Alamgir Wall, and the third
.AJ;itonio their second loss of the team ofBrock Sakey and funmy
season with five singles wins Roesch The Roadrunners won
8-4 and 9-7, respectively.
Sunday.
The doubles team of NorThe home team expanded
its season record to 3-1, with a man Alcantara and Sinan Sudas
two-match win streak. On the were the one team to win, fmother side of the court, the ishing the match 8-5.
Outside of doubles, junior
Roadrunners fell to 0-2, while
also losing their first match on Delgado secured the match for
his team, beating the visitor
theroad
The Knights won five of the Adam Becker at the No. 4 spot
six singles matches during the After dropping the first set, Delhome d~but but struggled gado returned to win the fmal
through the doubles portion of two sets (4-6, 6-0, 6-2).
At the No. 1 position, sophoSunday's contest
''We started slowly in dou- · more Sudas won the initial set
bles but came out firing in sin- 6-3 and then went on to lose to
gles," Coach Bobby Cashman second (4-6). Sudas finally won
said. "The guys are working after Winning the super
hard and doing a great job early tiebreaker 10•3. The three freshmen - Roesch, Sakey and
in the season."

Alcantra, Sudas
lead Knights over
Roadrunners

C-USA GAl\'IE

Alcantara - won their matches
in two sets in the sixth, fifth and
second positions, respectively.
Roesch posted a 6-3, 6-3 win
against Roadrunner Shaun
Michael Stewart, while Sakey.
laid out a 6-1, 6-1 advantage over
Hetori Chaves.
Alcantara defeated Anthony
Portois in the No. 2 spot and fmished 6-3, 6-1.
The m:;itch was originally
scheduled for Saturday at the
UCF Tennis Complex before
being postponed due to rain.
The next match is listed for
this Saturday against Georgia
State and Sunday against Georgia Southern in Statesboro, Ga,
both of which are nonconference matches.
The first Collference USA
match of the season is against
Memphis on Thursday, Feb. 23,
in Orlando. This starts a sixmatch home swing.
Georgia State started its season 2-0, with wins against Mercer (7-0) and Jacksomrille State
(5-2) at home.
As for Georgia s01,1thern, the ·
Eagles open their . season
against Georgia State on Saturday at Statesboro.

8: TULANE AT UCF • SATURDAY, 7:30 P.M.

No. 4 Villanova 71,
Saint Joseph's 58
PHILADELPHIA - Kyle
Lowry scored 17 of his 25
points in the second half,
and Randy Foye and Allan
Ray each had 14 points for
Villanova in the win at the
Palestra that gave the Wildcats the Big 5 title.
After a lackluster start
that saw them shoot 30 percent and trail by 12 points at
halftime, the Wildcats (182) came out running, trapping and scoring at such a
rapid rate that Saint
Joseph's (10-10) must have
felt like it was playing a different team.
Lowry
converted
a
three-point play that gave
the Wildcats a 39-37 lead.
Dunks by Lowry and Will
Sheridan capped a 21-3 run.
Chet Stachitas scored 19
points for the Hawks, who
shot 50 percent in the first
half and 25 percent in the
second.
Villanova played without .
shooting guard Mike Nardi,
who has tonsillitis.
Villanova won all four
Big 5 games for its 17th
series title. The Hawks
went 3-1.

Key run ahead of men's team
FROM

No. 11 Tennessee 75,
Kentucky67
LEXINGTON, Ky. · Chris Lofton had a careerhigh 31 points - including
seven 3-pointers - and No.
11 Tennessee snapped an
eight-game losing streak to
Kentucky.
· .
Tennessee (17-3, 8-1) won
its sixth straight Southeastern Conference game for
the first time since 1989.
The Volunteers won at
Rupp Arena f'or the first
time since 1999.
Raq.dolph Morris had 20
points·for Kentucky (15-8, 54 ), which dropped to 2-3 in
conference home games.
Lofton made his first
four 3-pointers and finished
7-of-10 for the game.
Tennessee took the lead
for good with 2:30 left on a
layup by Major Wmgate, but
Lofton scored the next seven
points .- including a threepoint play - to ice the victory.

No. 25 Northern Iowa 68,
Wichita St. 56
CEDAR FALLS, Iowa Eric Coleman scored 20
points and Ben Jacobson
added 15 for Northern Iowa.
The -Panthers (21-4, 11-3
Missouri Valley Conference) have· won seven of
their last eight games and
completed a season sweep
ofWichita State (19-6, 10-4).
After ·squandering a 10point lead, Northern Iowa
pulled away with an 11-2 run
late in the second half.
Jacobson put the Panthers
back on top with a 3-pointer, then hit fadeaway
jumpers from 15 and 18 feet
to push the lead to 61-52.
P.J. Couisnard led the
Shockers with 17. points.
Paul Miller, Wichita State's
leading scorer, was h eld to
. seven points on 3-of-12
shooting.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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the Knights will be there, no
matter what. All 12 C-USA
teams qualify. But, the Knights
would be able to increase their
chances of making a run in the
tournament if they fmished as
one of the top four teams in
the conference, which would
earn them a first-round bye.
Saturday night's .game
against Tulane will begin ·a
crucial seven-game stretch
against seven different opponents. ·The good news: UCF
Coach Kirk Speraw said the
Knights can win all of their
·games from here on out. The
bad news: Speraw said the
Knights could lose them all
·
too.
UCF is 21-10 (as of Wednesday afternoon) in the months of
February and March over the
past three seasons, and there
. couldn't be a better time for the
Knights to get · hot. But, a
Knights squad that has been
inconsistent throughout the
season will need to stay focused
on each game over the next few
weeks to make a move.
Tulane, projected to finish
. at the bottom of the confer-

game in conference play ... Forward Anthony
Williams is fourth in the conference in blocks
per game atl.21.

Tulane: The Green Wave has won five,of

Tulane vs. UCF
Saturday, 7:30 p.m.

Where: UCF Arena
Records: UCF 9-10, 3-3 C-USA
Tulane 9-12, 4-4
. Broadcast: 740-THETEAM AM
Series History: Tied 1-1 (Last
Meeting: 11/29/02, University
Hoops Classic in New Orleans, UCF
66 Tulane 61}
UCF: The results for Wednesday night's game
at Southern Mississippi were not available as of
presstime. Check UCFathletics:corn for the
results .. .The Knights will play the Green Wave
in Orlando fur the first time ... Point guard
Mike O'Donnell is averaging·36.5 minutes per

their last six games, induding three straight inconference,to rise to fifth place in C-USA ... The
aftennath of Hurricane Katrina forcedTulane to
play four"home"games on the campus of
Texas A&M ... Head Coach Dave Dickerson is in
his first year, coming over after spending nine
seasons as an assistant to Gary Williamsat
Maryland, where he won a National
Championship.
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As it prepares for the first
tournament, the men's team
will look toward the senior
leadership of Stefan WIStorf to'
, guide them through their season. Clinard acknowledges that
vocal leadership has been lacking in the past, but sees WIStorf
filling the void.
"Stefan is becoming a vocal
presence," Clinard said. "He
has been really helping me out."
WIStorf, who is one pf two
seniors on the team, shares the
captain position with sopho' more Preston Brown.
Clinard is looking toward
VTIStorf in nwnerous ways and
recognizes that WIStoi:f's game

•

Tulsa gets ahead with big first-half
run and routs Knights with 71-43 win

•

BRIAN MURPHY
Staff Writer
Lastw~ UCFwomen's basketball Coach Gail Striegler said
that Monday's matchup against
Tulsa on the road was going to be
very difficult Even so, she probably could not have envisioned
the blow the Knights would suffer:
The Conference USA-leading
Golden Hurricane (17-4, 8-2 c.:
USA) dominated on the scoreboard from start to fmish and
handed the Golden Knights (5-17,
3-8) their worst conference loss
of the season, 71-43.
The Hurricane jumped out to
a 9-0 lead to start the game. The
Knights fmally snapped the
Tulsa run when guard ·Amber
Long put in.a layup at the 15:29
mark. That would be the only
field goal for the Knights for the
next 10 minutes. In that span, the
Knights missed all 11 of their
shots and committed eight
turnovers.
Meanwhile, the Hurricane
kept rolling along, claiming a·202 acl,vantage halfway through the
first period
The last signs of life the
Knights showed on the scoreboard occurred when forward
Keunta Miles and center Shelby
Weber hit consecutive jwnpers
with three minutes left~ Those
two baskets would trim the
Knights' deficit down to 24-9, the
closest the Knights would get for
the rest of the game.
The teams reached the half
with the Hurricane ahead, 33-11.
The Knights' 11 points in the first
halftied the record for the lowest
amount of points scored in one
half by a Tulsa opponent It also
marked the lowest-scoring half
for the Knights in a C-USA contest
The two teams . were on
opposite ends of the shootingpercentage spectrum. While the
Hurricane shot 59.1 perceht in
the first half, the Knights were
held to just 192 percent from the
field
And in the second half, the
Hurricane's hot hand would not
stop. They began the halfon a164 run that stretched the Hurricane advantage to a game-high
34 points with 14:51 to play.
Junior forward Francine
Houston was the one offensive
bright spot for the Knights in the
secc;m d hal£ After misfiring on

her two attempts in the first half,
Houston did what she does better than any player in the conference, draining six 3-pointers in
the fmal 15 minutes. Houston's
65 3-pointers this season are tops
•
inC-USA
Her game-high 19 points off
the bench counted for nearly 60
percent of the Knights! second.half output
Through all the muck and
mire of a 28-point defeat, the
Knights can take a couple ofpositives out of this otherwise forgettable outing. First, they were
able to .keep Hurricane forward
Jillian Robbins, one of the best
players in the country, in check.
·
Some coaches have proclaimed Robbins as the best
offensive rebounder in the
nation. The All-America candidate ranks second in the nation
•
in rebounds at 14.2 per game and
has grabbed at least 15 boards in
10 ganies this season.
Knowing the difficult}' the
Knights have had on the glass
this year, it looked like Robbins
would take over the game. Yet,
she was limited to just six total
· rebounds and just one on the
offensive end
Second, three starters on the
Hurricane's front line are over 6
feet tall, and that left the Knights
at a defmite size disadvantage.
But, the Knights were able to
win the battle of the offensive
rebounds, 13-9.
In 23 minutes of action, Rob•
bins fmished with 12 points six fewer than her season aver- •
age - and two blocks.
Joining Houston, Weber was
the only other Knight to register
double-figure points. with 10. .
She also led the squad's rebound
attack with six boards.
The Knights ended their
four-game road trek against
the best team in their conference. Their last home stand of
..
the season begins against CUSA'.s second-best squad, the
SMU Mustangs (12-10, 7-3 iri
•
conference).
For success against the Mustangs, the Knights will need to
restrain another versatile post
player, sophomore Janielle
Dodds. The 6-foot-3 inch Dodds
stands·fourth in the conference
in points (16) and third in total
_.
rebounds (8.4).
The Knights and Mustangs
wiµ tip off on Friday night at 7
t.i
p.m. in the UCF Arena.
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Women surpass
coach's expectations
"

Probable Starters:
.UCF
GMike O'Donnell (7.7 ppg, 4.5 rpg, 2.6
bpg,31.5 mpg)· GJustin.Rose· FJosh Peppers· FAnthony Williams· FLavell Payne
Tulane
GRyan Williams· GChris Moore· GMatt
Wheaton • FDavidGomez· CQuincy Davis
(12.0 ppg, 5.6 rpg, 1.7 bpg, 25.5 mpg)

•

ALL STATSANDRECORDSAS OF2/8/06

- CHRIS HOYLER
JOHN MARINI I UCF SPORTSINFORMATION

ence, is a team that UCF can
beat, but the Knights shouldn't
overlook the Green Wave,
which at 4-4 has exceeded
expectations this season.
In the next two weeks UCF
will play host to Houston (Feb.
15) and East Carolina (Feb. 22);
the Knights beat both teams
on the road earlier this season.

The Knights will also travel to
Southern Methodist (Feb. 18),
Rice (Feb. 25) and Marshall
(March 1). Despite leading
most of the game, UCF fell to
Marshall last month at the
UCF Arena, in its first C-USA
game. UCF closes out the season on March 4 at the UCF
Arena against UTEP. ·

Men's. golf team filled with young talent
FROM

C-US.Ns finest
team beats UCF

has grown into one of the ference opponents.
"Golf is a weird sport, we
team's strongest. .
While Wistorf and Brown don't play head-to-head," Climight lead the tearri, every nard said.
player brings his unique style to
Even though teams might
the game. Freshmen Kyle Davis not face each other in head-toand Greg Forest have shown head match-ups, talent and
flashes of immense skill and depth is still recogllized Inside
Clinard sees potential in these · the Conference USA, Clinard
young player5.
points to two teams, 'Tulsa and
"Kyle Davis and Greg Forest SMU, as the toughest in the
are loaded with talent and abil- conference, and in the country.
ity," Clinard said
With the new schedule and
. Even with Clinard's outlook new challenges just around the
on winning, golf teams, unlike comer, the men's golf team has
those in other sports, don't an abiindence of leadership
meet in head-to-head match- and talent. ·
And Clinard stresses the
ups. They participate in tournaments with many other need for success this season.
"If we don't~ it's not sucteams d often those tounn.ments won't feature many co. - cessful,'' Clinard said

UCF's Ashley Grier tees off at the first hole ofOrlando's Stoneybrook Golf Club this week.

consistent showing by Grier
made her UCF's highest indiround in fourth place, nine vidual fmisher, in a tie for fourth
shots off the lead. The Knights' place. Grier started the day tied
20-over-par 308 on Tuesday for sixth.
Junior Lauren Motyl, commoved them into a tie for third
with Texas Tech, which started peting in the tournament as an
the day two strokes ahead of individual, was alone in fifth
place after making four birdies
UCF.
The wind was the big story on her way to a first-ronnd
on Tuesday, as conditions were · even-par 72. But Motyl strugmuch tougher than what the gled in the wind on Tuesday
teams saw Monday. An with an eight-over-par 80, dropapproaching cold front brought ping her into a tie for 14th.
FIU's Susan Nam took home
a steady wind of nearly 20 mph
just after the first teams began medalist honors with a twoplay, and, as the leaders hit the round score of142, finishing five
. tenth tee hours later, gusty con- strokes ahead of Grier.
Freshman Mayule Tomimditions began to take over. The
result was an average scote bang was UCF's second-best
Tue sday of nearly 80, a full team player for the tournament,
stroke higher than Monday's carding rounds of 75 and 78 to
fmish tied for 17th overall.
average of79.
Rollins made the short trip Sophomore Annabel Silk had
from Wmter Park worthwhile, rounds of 77 and 80 to fmish
pulling away from Florida Inter~ with a total of 157, tying her for
national for a total of 595 31st overall.
strokes, good enough for a
Juniors Kristy McLaughlin
three-shot victory. UCF and and Holly Boot ·e ach f'mished
Texas Tech fini.Shed 16 strokes with a total of 158 to fmish tied
for35th.
behind Rollins at 611.
Senior Ashley Grier paced
UCF returns to action Feb.
the Knights on Tuesday with a 21-22 at the Miccosukee Tube .of
two-over-par 74,~,adding to her Indians W:~nen's Golf Cham}fironnd of 71 on Monday. The onship in Kendall. Fla
FROM
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Dear Suzie,
Will you be my Valentine?
Johnny

o'

••

Roses are Red, Violets are Blue,
I couldn't have gotten through
freshman year without you.
Love, Bobby

Tommy:
Happy V-day! Ilove you
more than chocolate!
Love, Kelly

Friday, March 3 - 7:30 PM
TD Waterhouse ·centre

)

Tickets starting at $25 at the TD Waterhouse Centre box
o ffice, Ticketmaster* locations, and ticketmaster.com•.
Kids' and Sen ior discounts av ai labl e.

Phone Charge: 407-839-3900
G roup Information (15 or more): 407-849-2014

ON .SALE NOW!
Mention this ad and you will be registered to win
2 dozen roses from Michael "The Rose Man"

"In
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NNOT BE AellEO UPON AS COAAEC

$WING THE FIEPRESE

D BY SECTION &.503 FLOi'llO... SJIO"UTES TO BE FURNISHEP 9 A DEVEl.OPER 'IQ A
8E REI.JED UPOl!l IF NOT MAOE IN THE PROSPECTUS. TlilS IS NOT AN OFFER lQ SEU. OR
MADE PRICl$S'; Pl/l,NS ANO SPECIFIC.tmONS SUBJECT TO OliANGE WITHOUT NOflCE:

c

A" lMG l'rod11c1;on

um

Where values come to lif.e~

*Convenienc:e fee applicable.
The Boys & Girls Clubs of America w ill receive a donation for every ticket so ld_

i!!l WA1ERHOUSE

GllCJDCJ ll

ticketmaster

starsonice.com
smuckers.com

®Registered trademnrks o ( The J.M. Smucker Company. Stars.on Ice Jnd logo are 1radematks of International ,...1erchandising Corporatio1t. 02006 All rights reserved. Dates and casl subjccl to change.

at. Chelsea Park,

Baseball Notebook
Knights experience worst
openingweekend·in 13 years
This was the sixth straight year that UCF
and FIU have played atwo-game set to
begin the season. This was the first time that
the Panthers have swept the series.
The last time the Knights started a season 0-2 was in 1993, when current pitching
coach Craig Cozart was a freshman.
The 13-3 defeat in the second game of
the doubleheader marked the Knights' most
lopsided loss in a debut weekend since
1993.
'
In the all-time series, the Panthers hold
a48-42edge

'
h?
Arrested? D·UI? Bar Fig t.
? Fake ID?
Disorderly Cond uct ·
. . ?
Drug Possession? Underage Drinking.
,..

YOU HAVE OPTIONS ...
I CAN HELP

Ray, Sweat suspended for
season-opening games at FIU
Junior infielder Matt Ray and freshman
pitcher Kyle Sweat were suspended for the
weekend by UCF Coach Jay Bergman for a
violation of team policy and missed both
games against the Panthers.
Ray, the starting third baseman, is one
of two players on the roster who started at
least 50 games in 2005.He entered the season 10th in school history with 53 stolen
bases.
Sweat, slated to be third starting pitcher,
was drafted out of Apopka in the 42nd
round in 2005 by the Pittsburgh Pirates.

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE ARCHIVE

Catcher Ryan Bono, batting, split time at catcher last season. This season, Bono has made the move to catcher full time to replace Drew Butera.

,

Schedule will test Knights
FROM

Bl

for the third spot in the starting
rotation include redshirt sophomore Brett Bordwine and several freshmen.
"I think the return of (Meier,
Taylor Cobb and Bordwine),
with those guys, I think they'll
help fill in a lot,'' pitcher
Dominic Petracca said.· "It
depends on how healthy they

stay."
The rock of the lineup will be
senior Ryan Bono, who will
move to catcher.full-time after
splitting time behind the dish, at
first base and as designated hitter over the past three seasons.
Bono was the only Knight to
start all 60 games last season
and, while his batting average
dropped 30 points from 2004,
his .433 on-base percentage was
good for third on the team.
Bono, who spent the 2005 season in the seventh spot in the
lineup, has played the first few ·
games of 2006 in the three spot.
"Bono is an experienced guy,
and we are fortunate he is back
for his senior year," Bergman
said "He is going to give us good
leadership both behind the plate
and in the locker room. He is a
guy who we will be looking to all
season long."
. Shortstop Matt Horwath will
man second base and should
have a full season in front of him
after a shoulder injury he suffered while at LSU limited him
. early in 2005. T.he Lake Mary
native is the top returning home
run hitter (8), also posting teamhigh .467 on-base percentage
last season.
Petracca plays Bascom's role
at the back end of the pitching
staff, returning as the team's top
reliever and likely closer. He
earned his first save of the season against BC-C.
"I feel comfortable as a relief
role, and I talked with the coaches about it," Petracca said
• "He's just kind of a work-

horse guy and a real competitor," Bergman said

The Newcomers
With Bascom and Meier
appearing to have the two spots
in the starting rotation locked
down, several freshmen will
compete with Bordwine and
Cobb for the third-starter role.
Right-hander Kyle sweat has
the best chance of the freshmen
to break into the rotation, and
his strong start against BC-C further cemented that The Apopka
native was one of five UCF
freshme'n drafted in the 2005
Major League Baseball FirstYear'Player Draft, choosing UCF
over the Pittsburgh Pirates, who
selected him in the 42nd round
"He's looking good He might
step up and fill a starter role if
we need him, or maybe a closer.
He's got good stuff," Petracca
said
Sweat will face competition
from left-handers Mitch Herold
and Mitch Houck. Houck was a
50th-round draft pick by the Los
Angeles Dodgers, but Herold
may have the upper hand on the
final spot in the rotation, as
Houck is also a first baseman
and a candidate for closer.
Bergman also has freshmen
to fill out his lineup card in 2006,
starting with High School AllAmerican Outfield Dave DiNatale. Along with returning
'Atlantic Sun All-Freshmen
Team member and starting center fielder 'fyson Auer, DiNatale
will see some time in the corners.
"He's got some good pop,
good power,'' Horwath said
Shane Ynclan and Chadd
Hartman are the other freshmen·
outfielders who could see playing time. Both are power hitters
with a chance to play in either
comer or as designated hitter.
First baseman Kiko Vazquez
wasted no time proving himself,
starting and hitting his first
home run in the first game ofthe

FIU series. However, the Minnesota Twins draft pick brings
more than just his bat to UCF.
"He's got real good feet,
strong arm,'' Horwath said.
"Kiko, if it weren't for his height
and weight, he could play shortstop. That's how good his feet
are and how good his arm is."

'

Meier returns to mound after
20 months out with injury

Th~ Schedule

In 2006, th~ Knights will face
their usual difficult nonconference schedule, hosting Baseball
America·preseason No. 3 Flori- _
da and Michigan. In addition,
they will travel to No. 19 Texas
Christian for a three-game
series and play a home-andhome with Stetson and South
Florida All three teams are pro:
jected by BA to join UF in the
NCAA Touinament
"If we.can win those games,
which I'm confident in our team,
if we go out and play the game
that we should, I think that will
give us a huge boost going into
the new conference," Petracca
said "It will give us something
to look back to in the tough
games later in the year."
Those tough games are
expected in a conference as
strong as G-USA, where the
Knights have been picked to finish fifth by C-USA coaches. No.
7 Rice makes the trip to Orlando
during finals week in late April
and No. 12 Tulane hosts the
Knights in New Orleans on
April 14-16, with projected
NCAA Tournament qualifiers
Southern Mississippi and Houston hosting UCF in May.
''The good thing is that we're
going to face a·lot better arms,''
Horwath said. "Everybody is
going to have at least one guy
who is a dominant pitcher.''
"We're going to have to go
out and bang every weekend,"
Bergman said "I think that will
challenge our players and bring
out the best in them and make
us a better tournament-ready
team by the end of the season."

I~

FREE CONSULTATION
Princip~ Offic~ in Orlando

RICHARD

In the first game ofthe FIU series, sophomore pitcher Taylor Meier made his first
appearance since June 5,2004.Meier,a ·
right-hander who missed all of2005 with a
shoulder injury, pitched 11/3 innings of
relief. He faced seven b<itters,allowing a hit
and a walk,as well as hittin'g a batter.
Meier was named to the Collegiate
Baseball's Freshman All-America team in
2004.He posted a 6-3 record with a 2.55
ERA in l3 appearances including two starts.
He has the inside track on becoming the
team's second starter behind preseason AllAmerican Tim Bascom.

E .. HORNSBY, P.A.

CRIMINAL DEFENSE ATTORNEY

(407) 540-1551 or Toll Free (866) 540-1551

w w w.orlandocriminalla w. con1
The hiring of a lawyer is an important decision that should not be based.
solely upon advertisements. Before you decide, ask me to send you 1
free written information about my qualifications and experiences. 1
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Freshman Vazquez tries to fill
some big shoes at plate
After losing four starters who accounted
for half of the run production in 2005, first
baseman Kiko Vazquez looks as if he can be
a big part of filling the void.
Vazquez showed his prodigious power
in his first game when his first hit was a tworun home run over the left-centerfield fence.
For the series, Vazquez led the Knights
with three hits and a .429 batting average.

.,
•

- BRIAN MURPHY

Baseball team gets
first victory with
impressive relief
FROM

Bl

UCFimprovedto 1-2on the season after
dropping a doubleheader last Sunday to
Florida International in Miami. UCF fell 4-3 in
game one and 13-3 in game two after SatuLday's game was postponed due to inclement
weather.
"
The Knights will be off until Feb.17,
when they return home to play North Florida, kicking offa run of20 home games in a
21 game stretch. UCF takes just one road trip
during the stretch, heading to Deland to face
rival Stetson on March 7.

,,

- CHRIS HOYLER

Mayo should compete with.Moffett in 2006
of the interior class, though, and seven defensive linemen.· I am Dora (FL) native DaQuwan
a high school teammate of fel- pleased with what we did there. McNealy rounds out the group.
O'Leary obstained from the
low
lineman Richard Clark. the If I had to pick one position
Joe Burnett Jason Venson. Can
the 2006 class, signed last week. · Knights' top interior recruit iri where we needed to upgrade secondary prospects, as he
from a standpoint of control the returns all four freshmen starters
enter with the same impact? 2005.
'We had our eye on (Jeramy line of scrimmage, I thought it from 2005. James Jamison, cateHere's a rundown of the class
along with O'Leary's comments Devl:!fle) when we were watch- ·was the defensive line, and we gorized as an "athlete" prospect
on the players and the process ing.Richard last year," O'Leary were successful in obtaining who could play a number of
positions, was ranked the 59th
of recntjting.
said "He was a kid that visited that." Gainesville tackle Travis comerback in the nation by the
ACC and SEC schools, and we
_Offense
were fortunate to get him. He Timmons is at the top of the list, Rivals.com Recruiting Network.
ranked the 69th player in the
Qµarterback Steven Moffett has a great future with us.''
Receivers top the class in state by the Orlando Sentinel. Philosophy and the Kword
was voted Team MVP for areaO'Leary was succinct when
son: his development · was numbers, with O'Leary bringing According to UCFSports.com,
arguably the biggest factor in in three wide receivers and two he turned down offers from discussing the kicking ·situation,
the 2005 turnaround. But tight ends. Miami native Keith North Carolina and USF and was and after the fiasco of the past
two seasons, he was confident in
O'Leary is quick to say that Houston is the epitome of wl;iat also recruited by Georgia.
At linebacker, team captain his plan for 2006. Tulane transfer
every backup is always "an O'Leary was looking for out of
James Cook graduates, and while Nick Beucher will battle with
ankle away'' from playing, and his receiver crop this year.
while injuries didn't bite the ·
"Keith is a track athlete that returnees Jordan Richards and Massachusetts transfer Michael
Knights hard until the end of has legitimate track speed," ' Cory Hogue gained valuable Torres for Vie job.
experience in 2005, O'Leary rec"They will both kick for us
2005, he took a precautionary · O'Leary said
year," O'Leary said "I have
O'Leary pinpointed the per- ognized the need for competimeasure by signing Reedley
. seen enough ofthem kicking this
(CA) Junior College ® Terry ceived problem from 2006 in tion.
"We signed a couple more past season that I know they can
recruiting Houston, Brian WatMayo.
"He will be here'in May and ters and Jamar Newsome for the linebackers even though . we helpus.'1
signed eight last year,'' O'Leary
This was a year-long plan,
will have a bright future," position.
.
"I think the key to receiving said "I think that you can never · according to O'Leary, who was
O'Leary said. 'We have quarterbacks in the program that I am . is you have to catch and you Have enough of those type of quick to say that the credit for the
pleased with. I don't think you have to run,'' O'Leary said. "I bodies on your football team." . strong class lay elsewhere.
O'Leary showed that he still
"All of the praise should go to
can have enough quarterbacks think that was the problem this
because the team goes with the year. We had guys who could has ties from his Georgia Tech the assistant coaches,'' O'Leary
quarterback."
catch it but you look at the yards , days, signing Georgia natives said "They pretty ·much get this
Chance Henderson and Bruce done and I just go in and in my
With only two years of eligi- after a catch, it wasn't great.
"The three wide receivers all Miller at linebacker, and Mount own little way smile.''
bility, look for Mayo to either
challenge senior Moffett for the have gre;;it speed, great athletic
. starting job in 2006 or redshirt ability, so we are pleased there.''
with an eye toward 2007.
Smith and Jason Peters will Defense
Losing end Paul·Carrington
return to carry the ball in 2006,
along with all five starting offen- and tackle Frisner Nelson hurts
sive linemen. Nevertheless, on the field immediately, but
O'Leary signed a running back their departure opened up the
and three offensive linemen. door for seven new linemen
• Pilat: Pyt~x Pit.es •0 Detoxify''Cfeaners •Hand Slown 6 ass
Running back Phillip Smith has who will battle to fill their spots
•Wood Pipes
• Scales
• Ceratnics/Acrylics
great speed and could change alongside end Chris Welsh and
• Met~f Pipes
• HookaM,
• Incense/Pipe Cleaner
positions, but offensive tackles tackles Bryan Gabourel and
, ~ Sherfocks/Bqbblers • Home Brewing Kits • Body Jewelry
Jah Reid and Mike Buxton seem Keith Shologan.
"Defensively, our need factor
secure, as 6-foot-7, 315 lb.+ players have few position options. \Vas the defensive line," O'Leary
Guard Jer;uny Devane is the star ~d 'We went in' and secured
FROM
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Archer's
New Rival
takes aim
to please

GET'rING TO KNO\V YOUR CAMPUS

•
I

I

I
l

'.)

Tampa band wants
fans to relate to its
punk-rock music

I

:\\0 .
.
TONIGHT

Jambando

~

. p...C~~
p...\ ~ .

MELISSA AROCHA
Contributing Writer

.

Jam bands are great.
, But four for only $6?
' That's crazy talk. But real!
• Hard Rock Live is
presenting th~ Jambando
show with Mobius, the
, Wynn Brothers Band, the
' Toni Brown Ban·d and
Rickey Dickens and the
Revival. Doors open at 8
• p.m.407-351-LIVE

Taste of
Chaos

· TONIGHT

Ska Brawl
.· 2006
Ska music is best
when it comes in large
quantities. The Social
knows this, which is why
they are bringing you Ska
Brawl 2006, a veritable
ska bonanza featuring
The Toasters, Mustard
Plug, Go Jimmy Go and
Westbound Train. Doors
open at 7 p.m.407-2461380

)

MARK YOUR

TONIGHT-SATURDAY

•'

Emergenza
Backbooth brings it
big to you this weekend
with literally dozens of
• bands! Sunrise in
Shadows, Breakpoint, The
Flying Popes, ULTRA,
Alphabet City, Yah-Yah,
Crosshill, Indigent Focus
and many, many others.
Doors open at 7 p.m.
every day.407-999-2570

TOMORROW

The Detroit
Cobras
Cover bands are no
_good, right? Well, The
Oetrojt Cobras are no
ordinary cover band. They
take songs and fuse them
with garage rock
sensibilities to produce a
truly unique sound.With
guests Reigning Sound.
Doors open at 9 p.m. at
Will's Pub.407-898-5070

SUNDAY

~

WoodaleCD
release·party
Nothing's bigger than
a band's first CD release.
So be a part of the action
as up-and-coming rock
band Woodale releases
their CD Finish What You
Start. Featuring guests
Between the Trees, Ben
Walker Radio and A .
Denver Mile. Doors open
at 6 p.m.atThe Social.
407-246-1419

DVD RELEASE
FOR WEEK OF FEB. 14

Zathura
Okay, so Zathura was
essentially Jumanji in
outer space, but toss in a
·healthy mix of sci-fl
schlock and pulpy action,
and you've got one
interesting kid-flick. ·

Moral choices versus immoral
choices; everyone deals with this
subconscious battle.
For the five members of
Archer's New Rival, this inner
battle is expressed through their
screamo punk-rock music, along
with the lyrics about girls and
broken hearts.
Broken Arrows and Gunshot
Wounds, the band's newly
recorded album, deals with just
those issues.
"This inner battle is expressed
by Matt Troy's vocals as the good
conscience and my screaming as
the bad conscience in our new
epic," lead screamer 'Cesar
Pentzke said.
Pentzke, along
with lead vocalist
Matt Troy Jones,
lead
guitarist Rock show
Daniel
Stoner, organized by .
bassist
Billy creators ofThe
Hawkins
and Warped Tour
drummer/backCentral Florida band
up vocalist Drew . Archer's New Rival
Medieros· who appears in one of its
make up this biggest venues
along with Thrice
Orlando-based
screamo band, and Atreyu.
hope their music Feb. 25 at Tinker
is influential and Field in Orlando
inspiratfonal: The
band wants its fans to look into
its lyrics, past the metaphorical
speech and relate to its music.
"Broken Arrows and Gunshot
Wounds builds off the name of
the band," Jones said. "Our
band's name refers to an archer
that uses a bow and arrow, and its
rivals that use a newer form of
artillery, like guns, against him."
The band's five-song epic is
about a guy who got his heart
broken by a girl.
"Girls are the ·guns, for sure,"
Medieros said, laughing. "I get
shot down all the time."
The band describes its music,
performances and lyrics as
· "powerful."
"This music · is our lives,"
Medieros said, agreeing with his
· band members. "We're getting a
lot better. I've never seen a band
progress as fast as we have in less
than·a year."
Archer's New Rival records its
music at Atomic.Audio recording
studfo in Tampa, Fla., and is not
currently signed to a record
label.
"We take pride in doing it all
ourselves right now,'' Stoner said.
"We want to finish school first,
but it is definitely something we
plan on looking into in the near
future. 11
•
Although the band is currently categorized as a screamo punk
band, it hopes to experim ent
with other styles of music in the
future.
"We are all from different
musical backgrounds, from old. school punk to jazz, but we collaborate as a band," Hawkins
said. "We want to progress' with a
n ew kind of music that no one
has heard of, probably some new

Patio Thursdays gives outlet to
up-and~coming groups

·H

BRANDON BIELICH
Staff Writer

opeful UCF student- local bands and students a chance
musicians now have a · to shine."
,
place to perform.
Many young bands, some that
Wackadoo's Grub & have only been together for a few
Brew, located in the UCF Student months, prefer to start out playing
Union, recently announced the the patio before moving on to
return of Patio Thursdays.
other local venues.
Every Thursday night from 6
"It's a really good opportunity
p.m. to 8 p.m., Wackadoo's sets up to get experience playing on
a stage outside and allows bands stage,'' Danny Fernandez, bassist
and musicians to come up and for Captain Yesterday, said. 'We
showcase their talent.
want to play other places eventuOriginally co-sponsored by the ally, but we'd really like to be good
Campus Activities Board, Patio at playing live [first]." '
Captain Yesterday - · comThursdays began in spring 2005.
After CAB ended its sponsorship posed of Fernandez, singer and
last fall, the event's popularity rhythm guitarist Mike Thompson,
began to fizzle.
lead guitarist Steven Sherwin, and
· Wackadoo's continues to hold drummer Shane Jackson - play
weekly performances, however, Patio Thursdays every week.
aiming for rejuvenation.
·Thompson and Jackson are recent
General Manager of Wack-· UCF graduates; Sherwin and Feradoo's, Vaden Vanterpool, sai<;i the nandez are seniors majoring in
event is great for the restaurant· cinema studies and film, respecand local artists alike.
tively.
.
'We have a lot of space [outThe band said that with a limside], and we wanted to capitalize
on the patio,'' he said. "It gives
PLEASE SEE FEEDBACK ONB6

BRANDON BIELICH I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Captain Yesterday members, from left to right, Mike Thompson, Danny ·
Fernandez, Steven Sherwin, and Shane Jackson (on drums) play Patio Thursday
every week. The Untitled members, from left to right, Brett Steer and Andrew
Mullins also play select Patio Thursdays.They are looking for a bassist and
singer to complete the band.

PLEASE SEE

BAND ON 86

.

Final Destination 3 gory good fun ·
Oh-so-creative death strikes again in latest installment in series
WILLIAM GOSS
Staff Writer

You !mow the drill: young adult has
vivid premonition of tragic accident,
saves himself and his friends from
said accident, then Death begins to
kill off the survivors with quite elaborate means.
Yeah, it may be a formula, but the
Final Destination franchise has fully
embraced this blueprint in all its gory

glory. The latest contribution to the
series, Final Destination 3, is no exception, delivering the gruespme goods
in spades while maintaining the same
sickly satisfaction that made its predecessors so appealing.
At the local grad night celebration,
Wendy (Mary Elizabeth Winstead)
foresees a roller-coaster disaster and
'manages to save several of her class' . mates before the doomed ride
departs.

Sure enough, the accident occurs
as expected, and everyone's favorite
reaper decides to play catch-up by
taking out the remaining students in
me.thods that would make Rube Goldberg cringe.
Taking a page from The Omen,
Wendy and Kevin (Ryan Memman)
happen to find clues to their peers'
d emises in photos taken before the
PLEASE SEE

ELABORATE ON B6

COURTESYNEW LINE CINEMA

Wendy (Mary Elizabeth Winstead) learns that cheating death is harder than it
may seem in Final Destination 3. The horror film opens Friday.

•
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NEW YORK FASHION WEEK• FEB. 3-10

·Hello, Dab- ling.

New York Fashion Week, held through the seasons,
showcases the creme de la creme of the style crop.

•

•

Hot add-ons!
Bill Blass

Caroline Herrera

Diane Von Furstenberg

Ralph Lauren

•

Variety's picks for up-and-coming fall and
winter accessories emphasize glamour,
gold and silver.

New York Fashion Week, Feb. 3-10, brought observers the latest in trends for the Fall and Winter of 2006. Variety's picks spotlighted the classic and conservative, with
exciting accessories thrown in for spice. The chosen fabrics bring to mind the changing leaves of fall, with textured outfits in shades of brown, orange and gold.
PHOTOS COURTESY ASSOCIATED PRESS '

Feedback helps budding bands

Band to play at Taste of C~aos show on Feb. 25
FROM

FROM

BS

ited amount of time for practice,
performing here also helps
improve songs.
"We have a very difficult
time practicing because [Shane]
and I both have full-time jobs;
and [Steven and Danny] are
always busy with school,''
Thompson said. "So we kind of
see this as another practice day."
"It's like a live practice," Sherwin added, laughing.
Thompson
Additionally,
described playing the patio as a
good opportunity for young
musicians to get their name out.
·~ lot of us college students
don't really have any money to
go out and get a record done and
stuff like that,'' he said. "So this is
a good, free opportunity [for
exposure]."
Bands performing on the
patio have attracted some attention as weekly attendance has
reached about 30 to 40 people,
mostly made up of friends and
curious onlookers.
. "That's why it's good to be
outdoors; people come from
classes .and they hear [the
music],'' Jackson said. "Even if

they don't stay for the whole
thing, they at least come [over]
and hear a couple songs and
hopefully get the word out."
Patio Thursdays also allows
for bands that still lack a complete lineup to display a sampling of songs.
Andrew Mullins, a freshman
English major, and Brett Steer
are a "jam-rock" duo currently
called "The Untitled." Steer
plays guitar wliile Mullins provides background drums on an
electronic drum set.
Mullins and Steer met when
Mullins, who works with Steer's
girlfriend, heard Steer played
guitar and that he was a fan of
the band Rush. They had been
playing together for about three
months when they heard about
Patio Thursdays.
"We started putting some
[songs] together, and we were
looking for every excuse we
could to play live, just to get the
experience," Steer said.
Mullins, w4o lives in Pegasus
Pointe, said he likes that there is
an on-campus outlet for· his
music.
"I think the experience is
invaluable, and I'm really, really

happy we have the opportunity
to do this,'' he said. "I'm just
excited about doing it again
later and many more times
after that."
Besides the performers, students who come to watch the
bands also enjoy the experi~nce.
Brittni Saladino, a freshman
studying nursing, came to Patio
Thursdays because her friend
knows Jackson from C.aptain
Yesterday.
"I go to a lot of local shows
because I have a lot of friends in
bands," she said. "It's great that
there are free local shows on
campus where I live."
For fans of acoustic music,
Wackadoo's also offers Open
Mic Night every Tuesday, from
6 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Anyone interested in performing at either event should'.
call 407-282-1900 and ask for
Vaden or Christian.
For more information on
each
band,
check
out
http://www.CaptainYesterdayBand.com
·
and
http://www.myspace.com/xTh
eUntitledx. The Untitled seek a
bassist and singer; please contact the band for information

BS

kind of rock."
Members of Archer's New
Rival moved from Tampa to
Orlandi> to attend the University of Central Florida.
Archer's New Rival played
its first show on April 30,
2004, at Red Zone in Tampa.

Since then, it has performed at
four Battle of the Bands competitions, placing first at Red
Zone in Tampa and at the
YMCA is Brandon, Fla. .
It also· opened for Yellowcard and T.I. at this year's
UCF Homecoming concert
and will be playing at Taste of
Chaos in Orlgndo on Feb. 25

.

...."

with bands such as Thrice and~
Atreyu.
Archer's New Rival will be .
playing tonight at 11 p.m. at. ~ . ,
Devaney's Too at the cornet"'
of Alafaya Trail and Colonial Drive.
Check http://www.archer- _ •
snewrival.com for other
upcoming shows.

•
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Elaborate death trap~ should please fans
FROM

(

·•
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accident, and it is this narrative
thread that propels the film
from death scene to death
scene.
Once each morbid Mouse
Trap gets going, the film offers
grisly knee-jerk fun as a result
of the string of creatively
staged executions. It wouldn't
be fair to spoil any of the scares,
.so let's just say that fans are
unlikely to be disappointed.
The three-quel marks the
return of director James Wong
and co-writer Glen Morgan, .
the pair behind the first one
and not the second, which had
a more campy tone compared
to its kin.
Wong knows that the story ·
needs little setup and manages
to keep his priorities in order.
He kicks things off with a gutwrenching opener and then mercifully kills off the one-note
characters with relatively simple schemes before devoting
more time to endangering the
leads in increasingly intricate
fashion.
The frights are more fun
than anything, and more so
than the others, FD3 goes out of
its way to set up excessive
potential for casualties, so
much that the threat rarely
comes from where expected.
With red herrings and arterial
spray abound, the film achieves .
a supreme sense of gratifica-

ll

"'
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COURTESY NEW LINE CINEMA

Kevin (Ryan Merriman) and Wendy (Mary Elizabeth Winstead) ride one hell of a rollercoaster.

'

Final Destination 3

ly time-consuming opening
credits, the film maintains an
admirable sense of efficiency
throughout.
Director: Glen Morgan
Just before seeing FD3, I had
Stars: Ryan Merriman, Mary Elizabeth
to endure The Pink Panther, a
Winstead, Kris Lemche, Alex Johnson
fi4n utterly devoid of any tact
Starts Friday in theaters everywhere
or nuance.
tion with each and ~very fataµ- · However, a compiete lack of
cy.
subtlety works wonders for
None of the preceding cast something like this series.
returns this· time, save for a
· While the prospect of a
voice cameo by Tony Todd, fourth entry seems tiring, in
who previously appeared as an three years, the genre may be
ever-ominous mortician, pro- begging for a fresh coat of
viding . the opportunity for ,blood. Thanks to their sheer
fresh faces to alleviate any simplicity and modest intensense of monotony between tions, the Final Destination
bloodshed.
·
films are one of the most
The deaths come in a suit- steadily satisfying and endearable rhythm, establishing a· ing franchises around, horror
worthy balance of jolts and orothe~se. •
joltes, and despite some awful- · After~ the gore, the merrier.
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In Person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. issue

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS
3361 Rouse Road Ste. 200
Orlando, FL 32817

•

AD RATES
HELP WANTED

$16
$JO

First issue:
Each addl issue:

PAYMENT METHODS

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Ad options, upgrades, and additional discounts available
• Economic way to be placed in over 35,000 weekly issues
• Reaching UCF, East Orlando, Oviedo, and Winter Springs
• Classified ads also viewable on line 24 hours a day

Cash, Check, Mastercard
VISA, AMEX, Discover

407-447-4555 • www.UCFnews.com/classifieds

.
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[f!iii] FOR RENT·
BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 +OK 800·965·6520 x 107.

Babysitter Wanted
Newly single dad needs sitter for an
adorable 3 year old. Part-time.
You set pay. Call 407·417-7'760.

NANNY WANTEDLooking for assistance with 2 young
children. Live in preferred.
Call 407-443-6111 to discuss.

GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
We need Paid Survey Takers in
Orlando. 100% FREE to join.
Click on Surveys.

Valet Attendants needed. FT/PT.
Great pay/flexible schedules.
Immediate openings.
Call 407-971-9131
MOVIE EXTRAS, ACTORS, MODELS!
Make $75·$250/day, all ages and faces
wanted! No exp. Required, FT/PT!
800-851-6131

Swim instructors wanted to teach
summer swim classes FIT, PIT.
$11.00-$13.00/hr.
Call 407-699-1992 or fax 407-699-8103
www.sharksandminnows.com

Sales and Networking Position for 5
Attractive Goal Oriented Females
Promote Events, Socials, and
Products. Email pinpointws@aol.com
407-491-6671
'
Sitter needed immediately for 4 year old
boy in Lake Mary. 1-2 afternoons per
week. Will reimburse gas + hourly wage.
Call Tara 321-578-0288 or e-mail
·
trmonette@hotmail.com
Join our team and earn extra income for
more information.
Call Daniel 321-626-0170
I BUY CDS, DVDS, & VIDEOS!
Get Extra Money for these unwanted
items laying around your house.
Please Call 407-921-3797
Promo-Marketing Director for i'!state and
national "Free Roll" ''Texas Hold 'Em"
Tournaments. Some exp in promo
events for Bars and Sports Clubs
helpful. Must be over 18, attractive,
outgoing and reliable. 4·5' hrs/day calling
bars and sports clubs, setting
appointments for our event managers:
Unlimited long distance and High speed
internet retj. $1 O/hr guaranteed plus
commission and bonuses.
Send resume and photo (required) to
john@satellitepokerleague.com
HOUSEKEEPERS NEEDED
Worktime, area, days of choice, PT/FT
avail. $200-$400/wk. Phone & Car req.
Abbey's 407-268-4421
Chinese Speaking translator wanted
for transration at trade show(2/14-17).
Excellent English skill. $100 per day
or more. Call 626-688-1970.

.

NANNY WANTED
Nanny needed for my child 2·3 days per
week. Days may vary each week.
Experience required. Call 407-306-7718.
PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogi:;.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
•••www.dogdayafternoon.net*~*

e-mail resume: dogday@bellsouth.net

DISTRIBUTORS NEEDED
FOR HOT PRODUCTS. FUN & EASY,
GREAT INCOME, WKLY CHECKS
NO PRODUCT HANDLING, NO
TERRITORIES, NO HIDDEN COSTS, OR
FEES 1-888-642-0211
Now Hiring!
Old Navy Florida Mall
Store 5187. Call 866·954·4274
or go to: www.gapinc.com/storejobs

BEAUTIFUL WORLD
MOVIE PROJ~CT

For fast paced pediatrics office
located in Waterford Lakes
Towncenter. FT/PT. Financial or acct.
·background pref. Falll res11me to
407-207-4866

WE NEED
ACTORS
ACTRESSES
EXTRAS

to sketch portraits at local theme
·
park. Call 407-354-2390
apply at www.kamansart.com

willing to
work cheap, ;
have fun and t
help Earth.

Seeking French-Speaking Assistant
Real estate firm located 1 mile north
of Florida Mall Is seeking a Bilingual
Executive Assistant. 30 hours /wk
$10-12 hourly. Contact Sophie
(407) 850-9707 flplneloch@aol.com
DELIVERY DRIVERS NEEDED Tues &
Fri. Flex hrs, 12-7pm. "Great Pay"
No Exp. Necessary. The Healthy Chef,
Inc. 407.339c2433
Women ages 21-30 you can help make a
miracle happen! Egg donors needed to
help women who are waiting to become
moms. 6-week process,
$3,000 compensation.
Call our clinic, 407·740·0909
Help Wanted! College aged counselors,
Camp Wekiva, residential summer camp.
Boys Camp June 10-24th
Girls June 24th-July 22nd. $240/wk.
Contact Mj.Meherg@worldn'et.att.net

Best Part-Time Job!
For a Full-Time Student

Have a fantastic summer and get paid for it
at Cirde FDude Ranch! We are seeking
counselors for a traditional residential
summer camp in Lake Wales, FL. Activities
include horseback riding, waterfront, sports,
rock wall/zipline, paintball, and more.
Staff arrives Tuesday, May 30 and·
leaves Wednesday, August 2.
Call

407-295-0080

or visit www.circle-f-duderanch.com

for more information

Summer Jobs
• $2100

We are looking for motivated, friendly individuals to
join our team!

• Co-Ed Camp
,
• Seven Weeks
• Room and Board Included

$100 SIGN-ON BONUS
•NO EXPERIENCE NECCESARY*

$8 - $15 hour I Average
• Flexible AM & PM Schedules
•Paid training
.
• $7 per production hour guaranteed
• Referral Bonus
• Business Casual Environment

UCF/Oviedo/SCC Area
3/2/2, like new, W/D, 1500sf, immed ucc,
no pets, $1200/mo
+deposit. Call 321-277-6102
http ://31354.rentcl icks.corn

Sales Positions Available
$10 HR PLUS COMMISSION!
Relaxed Atmosphere Mon-Fri 5·9PM
Call Joe· at 407-302-9119

Cheerleading instructors to

Get Paid to Play!
The Florida Elks Youth Camp
(FEYC) needs male a·nd female
Summer Camp Counselors ages
18 ~nd up. FEYC is an overnight
camp located off of Highway
450 in Umatilla, FL. The camp
runs June 5 - July 22. Please
contact Krys Ragland at
1-800-523-1673 ext. 251 or
352-669-9443 ext. 251.

..
Apartments & Rooms Available All
Florida Areas! Furnished or
Unfurnished. Browse and List FREE! Call
877-367-7368 or visit www.SUBLET.COM
New Luxury 1/1 Condo at the Crest at ·
Waterford Lakes. 900 sq ft with balcony.
Near UCF. $1,100/mo amenities ·
included plus 2 mo of electric and water.
W/D, cable, dsl, phone, and alarm.
Call 407-423-1400

ARTIST'S MODEL
Experienced ethical' and reliable model .
needed for well established
artist/photographer. Contact Julie
407-629-6308 or julie@jamali.com

BECOME A DELL STUDENT REP. EARN
$12/hr. Make your own hours and
gain amazing experience for your
resume! Position starts Immediately.
Go to: Repnation.com/dell to apply

. 1 ROOMMATE WANTED
to share great home, min ..from UCF. ·
Lake, yard, wireless, private room. '
All incl. $475. Photos/details online
www.thinkcybis.com/room '
Jeff, '26yr old UCF grad

HOT New Clothing Line: 10-30
Female Models Needed. Cute, Sexy,
Hot; All Styles Need Apply, High Pay
Little Work. Contact Deccaadence
pinp?intws@aol.com 407-491-6671

IT Internship
Gain real world exp and Intern In the
Marine Industry. Flexible Hours.
Email resume to
human.resources@regalboats.com
Showroom Assistant. Restaurant
equipment deale~ship seeks happy,
intelligent person to assist customers,
operate cash register, stock shelves, etc.
1:00·5pm M·F. Fax Resume to
407-679-1699 or jobs@rewonline.com
Athletic Male Models/Actors Sought
Must be open-minded and outgoing.
Excellent starting & escalating pay.
Weekend work for wrestling promotion.
No exp. necessary. Cole 407-497·8009.

Customer Service/Inside Sales FT.
Must be happy and intelligent.
Good communication and comp skills.
Fun place to work. 401 K and Health
plan. Resume to 407-679-1699 or
Jobs@rewonline.com

Diverse Networks, Inc.

~175 : ~!

~

Creating Income for College Students!
FINALLY! FREE Online Overview
Reveals 3 Simple Steps to Run an
Online Business After Class!
www.Strong-and-Healthy.com
Elite Specialized Swim Instructor.
Earn up to $50 Kl a year. No exp. ·
. needed will train, fee $8 K,
For details Call Mike 321-662-6049

•

•

FURNISHED HOUSE TO SHARE
4 br/2 BA, all rms furnished like a
dorm. Mins from UCF. Ample
Parking, includes cable, Internet, ·
appliances, utilities incl up to $150. ,
Avail Now. 321-777-8126

Need warehouse worker/clerk.
Must have valid driver license.
Computer and phone skills req.
Call (407) 678-9001. EOE.

Brand New Home For Rent

412 home on lake, 2 car garage, 1O
mins from UCF near 417 & Oviedo
Market. Avail ASAP, $2100/mo +sec.Call 407-474-7524, 407-415-5911

Grad/Undergrad, M/F wanted for _
unfurnished BO in 3 BRMD furnished
home on lake, 6 mins from UCF.
$500/mo incl. util, n/s, no pets, sec
sys, pool & tennis. 407-832-8160 or
239-461-5101 or 239-633·9400.

•
•

Check it Out!
Rooms available in Classy Homes
East Orlando Area. Rent ranging from
$450/mo and up.
http://Nancepropertyinvestments.com 407·716-0848 or
407-334-6658

•

•

1 bedroom available in 2 story house.
$450/mo .includes all utilities. Fenced in ' •
yard, pool. 3 miles north of UCF.
Joel (407) 359-6661
Out of Town Cou'ple seeks 2 females to ,
share 3/2/2 Town home. Lee Vista &
417. Garage, W/D, and util. incl. Avail . • •
4/1 . $550/mo. Call Rene 497-383-3090
F Roommate Wanted for 3/2 Apartment
Dean Rd, Avail Now, N/S, no pets.
$475 including utilities.
407-243·2630 or KellyRoop@hotmail.com ,
Room for Rent
in 3/2 House. 2 mi. from UCF
$450/mo plus 1/3 utils. Call Jessica
407-921-3867.
Roommate Wanted in a beautiful 3/2
home on Red Bug Lake Rd. (15 mins
from UCF), high speed Internet, safe
& <fuiet neighborhood~ Only
$350/mo. Call Navid at
407-227-3489
F looking for nice, clean F roommate to
share 2/2 condo in Ventura Country
Club. Guard gated, very safe community,
fully furn bdrm, util, high spe~ internet,
cable incl. $500/mo,. Call 407-384-6244
Apt. in VIiiage at Science Drive. Avail.
Now! Must move in by end of Feb.
$520. Private rm w/bath, walk-In
closet, Ethernet, furnished. F Only.
Call Ashley (305) 479-7065.

$170/MO.

•

•

!-

.

'

•

Clean and Responsible House
in Waterford Lakes. $500/mo.
All util. incl. Fast access DSL.
Call Lindsay at 954-701-3806.

donating
plasma regularly

3 Roommates Wanted for a 41212.
5 min from UCF, n/s; clean, pool, quiet
neighborhood, $425/mo, util. incl., W/D,
wireless, cable, Aug 06-AJ.Jg 07. .
·
Call Anthony 352-572-8074

····---~··········-·······

New Donors
Bring thi$ ad
for $5 extra ·
on 2nd and
4th donation.

is NOW HIRING!

'
··············--·-········-·

The Following Positions:
Lifeguard ·Ride Operator • Food & Beverage Cashier·
Food &Beverage Cook· Front Gate Assistance· Gift
Shop Assistance and more!

Great Benefits Including:
Free Admission· Free Quarterly Tickets· College Tuition

DCiBiologicals

Assistance • Referral Bonuses and more!

Find out how thousands of students
save lives and earn cash by donating
plasma regularly. Plasma is used to
manufacture unique medicines for
people with various illnesses.

Apply NOW:

1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500
www.dciplasma.com
321~~35-9100

f,J

•

2 bdrms avail in a private 3 bdrm home
with patio, jacuzzi, pool table. $590/mo
each, all utilities included. Female only.
High speed Internet, cable, W/D.
15 mins from UCF Call 561-543-6685

PIT Childcare Needed to Provide care for
2 year old girl on occasional days and
evenings. Conway/Airport area.
Elementary Ed or Nursing student
preferred. $7.5.0/hr. References req.
Please email resume and references to
Jennifer at jrief@mindspring.com.
Pizza Position. Pizza man, counter,
delivery w/ own car. Mµst be exp.
Downtown Orlando. Salary+ tips. (daily)
+ health insurance.
Call 407·234-2315

•

Villa Valencia Condos
1,2,3 bdrms for rent. 10 mins from ·
UCF. Built in 2004105.
407-!381-0500

UPTO

~100ffER

•

Earn $1 O in a research study
conducted in Research Park.
Requires approx. 1 hour
Info: email kbezek@gmail.com

EARN·

SP~CIAl

.,

Room for Rent-Male. Jan-May In 3/2
home 10 min fr UCF campus & VCC.
Fenced back yard, cable/roadrunner/
wireless, HDTV. 2 car garage. W&D,
$425 + 1/4 util. (407)521-5563

teach children PIT even., great pay,
must be reliable, & Have car, Emall
resume to info@allamericanyouth.org
or fax to 813·.964-8806.

$8/hr +. Learn to trade
stocks/options. Retired investor
needs sharp comp savvy student who
has 4 hrs/day M-F between 9:30·3,
at least 3 days/wk. Baldwin Park
area. Pay increases w/profits. Email
resume to: Dreynolds2@cfl.rr.com.

Apply Today & Start Monday 02/13/06!
,.....,~~

Artists Wanted

Call 407-580-1068 or email
bwmovieproject@yahoo.com

CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED!

•

3/2/2 Town home. Lee Vista & 417. All
appliances and ready to move in .. Avail
4/1. Master is on lower level. $1700/mo.
Call Rene 497-383·3090
HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
for rent. $695 to $1295. View our,
avail rentals at www.ORLrent.com or
contact us at 407·629-6330.
RE/MAX 200 Realty

Front Desk ,Recept. Wanted

Oviedo- Furn. Room for Rent to
Single, N/S, Mature Professional F,
$550/mo + $300 dep. Includes
· utilities and cable, private bath.
Background Check. 407-542-6438
I am a very clean, responsible, n/s
Female looking to rent a room in a
private home with a M with all house ,
privileges included. 561·801·0277
Roommate Needed: Clean,
Organized, and Sociable. $550 •
$600 a month LUXURY apartment
Includes water, power, Internet,
cable, fully furnished living room, _
dining room, and kitchen.
Call (407) 491·6671
Roommate Needed in Large 3/1
Room is 18x12, 3rd bedroom used
as office, highspeed internet, under
2 miles from UCF, No Lease, No
Deposit. $450/month Call Ricky
407-310·4109

•

•

•
•1

F only Roommates Wanted

Call: Job Line (407) 248-1600
Email: hr@wetnwildorf.com
Visit: Human Resources.daily between 9 AM and 4 PM
Wet 'n Wild Human Resources
6200 lnternatiQnal Drive• OrlandQ, FL 32619
(407) 354·2085 •FAX (407) 345·1005

5/3.5 house to share on
Hoffner/Narcoosee. After Lake Nona.
$500/mo. All utll. lncls. cable, high
. speed internet, tennis/volleyball cts.
Call Yully 407-617-5485

Rooms for Rent in Eastwood
Golf Community I Rybolt's Preserve.
$400/mo + util. and share bath.
$550/mo + util. private bath.
•
Call 954-436-8924
4 bedroom house behind UCF. Spring
semester. $500-575/mo. based '
on room \li~e. Includes utilities. 't
Call Jor~n at 305·731 ·9631 . ~

•

•
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HEATHER GLEN CROSSWORD
ACROSS .
'93 Subaru Legacy
4 dr automatic, 59K original, $3,500
Oviedo Motors 407-366-8611
3 miles north of UCF on Alafaya
For Sale 2002 Hyundai Elantra GLS
33,500 miles. Under full warranty
until Nov '06. Sunroof, automatic
trans, exc. condition. $7,600. Private
Owners. Call 407-862-9664
'02 Jeep Liberty
3.7 liter, auto. 4 wheel drive, $7,800
. Oviedo Motors 407-366-8611
3 miles north of UCF on Alafaya

•

'95 Toyota Camry LE. 2 dr automatic,
AC, power locks, $3,950.
Oviedo Motors 407-366·8611
3 miles north of UCF on Alafaya

•

'94 Chevy Cavalier. 2 dr automatic,
good transportation, $800.
Oviedo Motors 407-366-8611
3 miles north of UCF. on Alafaya

•
•

312 Home for Sale By Owner.
Great location for UCF and 408.
MUST SEE! Many upgrades! $249,900
For appointment, call 407-249-9390

•
407-447-4556

University Court, Suite 200
{University Blvd. & Rouse Rd.)

• lm'!1 FOR RENT:

Mobile Home. 3/2, lvnrm, dnrm, famrm,
new roof, ststl dishwasher, new frig,
Moen faucet, gbdspl, New strgshed &
carport. $35,900. 407-694-1623.

l~ Sublease

•

1 Fully Furnished Rm in 4/2 at Pegasus
Pointe. $470/mo, all utilities included .
Free shuttle to UCF. FEB RENT PAYED!
Call Mark at 561 -236-4489
, 1 bdrm available in a 4/2 at
Jefferson Lotts. $413/mo, all utilities
included. Apt includes internet
and cable. Available ASAP.
Call Ashley at 407-455-1100

•

.

4 bed/2 bath in Pegasus Pointe
$455 a month, All utilities included
Free shuttle to UCF, Great roommates
Call Chris @ 407-493-0987
111 Avail. in a 313. Jeffersoh Lofts.
Roommates are students. $513/mo
.
utll. Incl., fully furnished.
Call Steve at 321-299-2944 ·
_Pegasus Landing. 1 rm avail in a
3/3. Utils included. Great shuttle
service to UCF. Avail now. Feb
already paid. Lease ends 07/31.
$510/mo. Please call 407.-362-2816
• 465.00 original rent for 399.00! !!
F'only: apt-bdrm w/ connecting BA., fully
·furnished w/ new furniture, ethernet,
cable, utils, alarm, W/D included.
Immediate move in ready. 2 pools, gym,
game rm, free tanning, shuttle to UCF
863-640-1667 or 863-644-9899

•

.

Oviedo- 5 bdrms 3 ba.
2,928 sq ft. Downstairs tile.
$359,000. Exit re.results. Call
Kelly Stonebreaker- 321-228-3974
Oviedo- 3 bdrms 2 ba. 1,618 sq ft.
Large yard. Formal llvlng/dining.
$274,000. Exit re results. Call
Kelly Stonebreaker- 321;228-3974

Female Roommate Wanted
1 rm avail in 4/2 at Jefferson Lofts.
<$450/mo lni:I. all util, internet and
cable! Avail Immediately-lease ends
.7/31. Call Krystal @ 850-519-4588
Apt for Sublease at Alafaya Club.
Single Fat 3 bdrm apt.
·sign on incentive avail immediately
Call 561-252-3914·
Summer Sublease In 4/2 at Pegasus
Point. $400/mo. F only. Utilities
included, internet, cable, gym, and
pool. Call Joy at 954-614-8387

1/1 Avail. in a 4/4. in Pegasus
Connection. $495/mo. Incl.
everything, w/d, $50 off first month
rent, Can sublease or release.
Call 954-655-1704
2 oed/2 bath in Pegasus Pointe
$525 a month, $100 off 1st/mo rent.
Avail lmmed. all utilities included
Free shuttle to UCF, great roommate
Call Ashley @ 407-926-2708
Villages at Science Drive Sublease
1 p~ivate bd/ba in a 4/4 ayail. now!
$525/mo utll. incl., fully furnished.
F Pref. Call 954-648-7045

Buy less GAS as you use new fuel
additive. Guaranteed safe. Includes a
·business opportunity If Interested.
Call Dave or Ellen
Evenings- 386-788-0337
SCOOTERS-150cc
75mpg and up to 65mph. Easy to park
anywhere. No motorcycle ins. or helmet
req. $1700+. Dining room table + 4
chairs, $250/obo. Call 407-208-9676 or
salepblc01@yahoo.com.

'98 Ford Contour
Fully loaded automatic, 4 cyl. $3,500
Oviedo Motors 407-366-8611
3 miles north of UCF o_n Alafaya
02 Honda CBR 954RR
$6000 obo. Runs great, very fast.very
low miles, garage kept, tinted shield, full .
. exhaust, extras available, rebuilt title but
clean bike, 386-846-0215 Josh

Top Grade Tutoring . Tutors available in
ALL Math, Science, & English courses.
Single sessions and group rates
available. Contact 407-427-0067.
DESIGN & PROGRAM VIDEO GAMES
L,ove games? Make your career about
games! Get the right degree
Free demo 407-355-4838
Online Tax Filing for UCF Students
We -:an also prepare & file your taxes
C.F.A. 407-628-2999
www.taxprep123.com
Tax Refund Express
2250 Aloma Ave. Winter Park, FL 32792
Authorized IRS E-File Provider

Knowles Accounting & Tax Services
Fed & State Returns. E-File- Business&.
Individual Acct. Form 1040EZ $35.00
w/e-file. Form 1040A $60.00 w/e-file
321-662-9634 or kate.drew4u@mac.com
MATH TUTOR -Arithmetic to Calculus.
15 YR exp. teaching & tutoring. $29/hr.
(407) 399-0081
www.KevinTheMathGuy.com
Tired of Spending $$ on RENT?
Need to consolidate your finances and
pay off all of your bills? I can help you
afford the home of your dreams at a low
monthly rate. ANY credit considered!!
Call Terra Sickler TODAY 352-585-3164.
llgin Mortgage and Funding Inc.

Help local girl scout reach her goal!
Buy Girl Scout Cookies. Wiil Dellver.
To place order, call: 407-977-1216
Leave name & number on machine
or e-mail gscookietlme@aol.com

Learn about Casino & Poker Sites before
you play. Get the best deals before
signing. Live sports book feeds available.
Visit www.casinorecon.com

Bugging bug
Isn't wrong
Top scout
Polar floater
Will, of old
Encouraged
Gallant
They loop
the Loop
50. Touched
down
5 1. Pilaster
52. Milne
marsupial
53. Dish it out
54. Cake level
55. Dirty digs

DOWN
1. Dada pioneer
2. Earthy prefix
3. Living
4 . Jotted
reminde r
5 . Running

Heather Glen

Apartments
1 &2 Bedrooms

ASK ABOUT
OUR SPECIALS!
407-657-0011
6. Alpha,
beta, or
gamma
7. Mr. Marvin
8. Shor:iping
frenzy
9 . Pupil's
position
10. Oz visitor
11·. First
place?
17. Skips over

Bahamas Spring Break Cruise!
5 Days From $299! Includes
Meals, MTV Celebrity Parties! Cancun
Acapulco, Jamaica From $499! Campus
Reps Needed! PromoCode:35
www.springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386
BAHAMA SPRING BREAK
$189
$239

5-Days/4-Nights
7-Daysf6-Nights

Prices include:
Round-trip luxury cruise with food.
Accommodations on the island at your
choice of ten resorts.
Free V.l.P.- party package upgrade.
APPALACHIA TRAVEL
1-800-867-5018
www.BahamaSun.com
WE WILL BEAT ANY PACKAGE PRICE!
Cancun from $499

BAHAMAS

lEiiill

MISCELLANEOUS

PAli*;TY
CRfllSE
12191

Hope For The Children of Haiti
By partnering with Against The Odds inc,
you can_help empower us to shine the
light of Jesus Christ into t he darkness of
their lives. Your compassion and
donation will help give them hope for a ·
brighter fut ure. If you would like to impact
the lives of the children of Haiti, send
your donations to ATO, Inc. P.O. Box
4293, Apopka, FL 32704. For more
information visit our website @
www.ato-inc.com or call 407-299-1 648.

www.-SpringBreokTravel.com
1. ~S00,..678--6386

ATTENTION JESUSA JACKSON
Call your dad ASAP.
(757) 470-4966 or (757) 321-4978.
I love and miss you very much .

Includes Port, Hotel& •
Departure Taxes,Transfer.;
&Tip~ ReC09nized In
2002 For Outstanding
Marketplace Ethics

19. Picks up
the check
21 . Deprives
unjustly
22. Orchestral
woodwind
24. Say again
and again
27. Construe- 1
tion
workers
28.' Vegas
alternative
29. Commedia
dell ' __
31. Rock
hound's
find
33 . Diamond
decision
36. Reunion
attendees
38. Select
group
40. Dis
41. Hearty
companion
42. Cave
access
44. Snarl
46. Met in
session
48. Great deal
49. Source of
some
· sauce

Crossword solution in Monday's classifieds

Are you missing something? Cell phone?
Keys? The UCF Police Department has
many items in. their lost and found. Call &
leave your name, phone number, &
a description of the item (s) you are
looking for. All items not claimed will be
given to the Student Government for
auction later this semester. UCFPD
Property and Evidence. 407-823-5980

Buying a home? Selling? Don't do it
without getting a home inspection.
Home inspections are essential to
protecting your investment.
Call me for quotes: 407-342-3153 or visit:
www.oropeza-contracting-solutions.com

Unplanned Pregnancy?
Confidential, Compassionate Adoption
Advice. Expenses paid if needed.
Choose Life! Fla. License #1105-002-000
www.AmericanKidzAdoption.com
727-823-1537 Toll Free 866-303-1573

35.
37.
38.
39.
40.
43.
45.
47.

EASY TO WIN 20 Player Single
Ellmlnation PS2 MADDEN 2006
Tournaments. $25 Entry Fee. Win 4
Games Place 1st (Prize $200) Highest
Margin Of Victory After 2 Games Gets
Bye Week and Guaranteed 2nd (Prize
$100) 3rd place gets ($50) Contact
Maddenlsland.com 407-491-6671 or
pinpolntws@aol.com.

Home Inspection Services

Need Help?
Basic Math to Calculus.
Six years exp. Flex. Schedule. $15/hr.
For more info call 904-673-4046

1. Your private
number?
4. Hood's girl
8 . Locate
12. Nero's
creator
13. Guarded
blade
14. Poke
15. Luau chow
16. Fallen star
18. Good loser .
20. Certain
particle
21. Church court
23. Cliff hanger?
25. Toe the line
26. Waste
allowance
27. Two-piece
piece
30. Dwarfed tree
32. Magazine
distributor
34. Televis ion
unit

mWANTED
ADOPTION
Warm arid Loving Couple
Hoping to Adopt a Little Miracle.
www.achild21ove.com
Toll Free 1-888-768-4748.
Selling Something? With our 85%
success rate, it's as good as gone!
To place an ad call 407-447-4555 or
visit www.UCFnews.com/classifieds
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Earn your master's or doctorate in education ot 7(;ounseling at
•

' Barry University's site in Orlando.

'

Programs include educational leadership:, counseling, human resomce
development, Montessori education, and exceptional st:udenteducati~n.
Grad~ates go on to be college Etofessors, mental health rounselors1 ma:trlag~ :
•
and family therapists, school counselots, tea~hers, ptindpals,.traine:rs,

'

and consultants. Classes meet evenings ~d Saturdays with coµrses
gener.allroffered in 8~ or 10-week terms.

With an Adrian Dominican heritage, Barry University offers a practical

•

and personal educational e:xperien~e, and compassion is our hdimark.

•

Ready to find out if Barry is where you belong? Just call or email.
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ADRIAN DOMINICAN SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
AT ORLANDO
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2000 N, Alafaya Trail, Suite 600
Orlando, FL 32826
321-235-8408
edodando@mail.barry.edu

www.barry.edu
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*Only for full term leases.

1 Bedrooms

. starting at

G)
~

Apply online _today
www~collegeparkweb.com
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